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A NOVEL IDEA: Sophomore Jessica Williams (left) and freshman Rachel Killoren (right)
are participating in this year's National Novel Writing Month.

Month-long
novel writing
contest begins

Once a high flying trapeze artist
Montana Miller lands in Bowling
Green as professor of popular culture
By Emily Tucker
Reporter

After flying high in a French circus and diving from 80 feet in
the air, Montana Miller enjoys
living and teaching in the
_ Bowling Green area.
Miller moved to France after graduating
from high school and joined the "Centre
National des Arts du Cirque" in ChiUonssur-Mame, France. She said she wanted to
find a way to get higher and higher into the
air, so someone suggested that she become
a flying trapeze artist.
"I was never a fan of the circus, but 1 had a
deep craving to fly," Miller said.
She was the first American to be accepted into the school, and she was the only
female in her flying trapeze troupe. She did
three years of training and performing with
others at the school.
Once she left the school she briefly
worked for Cirque du Soleil. Then she was

www.bgviews.com

By Qin-ntiii Kilpatrick
Reporter

WTiter Chris Baty and 20 friends
tried to write 50.000 words of fiction
in a month.
"They didn't anticipate that they
would ever do it again nor did they
anticipate that they would be so
successful," said Lindsey Grant,
community liaison for the Office
of letters and light, the non-profit
organization that hosts National
Novel Writing Month
But the initiative expanded across
the country, encompassing 550
chapters, ultimately hooking more

This month sophomore lessica
Williams will write nearly 1,670
words a day to compete a 175-page
book — an endeavor unrelated to
class assignments. She and freshman Rachel Killoren have signed on
to this year's National Novel Writing
Month contest.
"You have to write a lot and it may
be total garbage but the practice of
just getting it all out there is really
good," Williams said.
The concept started 11 years ago
in the San Francisco Bay Area when

See CIRCUS | Page 2

See NOVEL Page 2

Winter Wheat
IWS

Festival kicks off
Weekend event designed for writers of any age. skill level

University organization tackles speech
By Michell. OlmiUad
Reporter

"The classroom experience at a university
gives you the knowledge that you need in

Americans fear public speaking more than spiders, snakes,
heights, disease or even death,
according to a number of studies on phobias.
However, the oldest student
organization at the University,
the Falcon Forensics Speech &
Debate team, willingly tackles
public speaking on a regular
basis.
With the help of an experienced coaching staff, the
roughly 20 members of the
team prepare speeches, debates

order to be successful, but forensics gives
you the practical experience."
Paul Alday | Director of forensics and debate

and interpretive performances,
competing with students from
other academic institutions.
"The classroom experience
at a university gives you the
knowledge that you need in
order to be successful, but
forensics gives you the prac-

tical experience," Paul Alday
said, director of forensics and
debate.
Alday stepped up to the position of director of forensics and
debate in 2001, when the program was not fairing so well in
competition.

With 25 years of experience
at universities in Michigan,
Nebraska and Ohio, Alday
helped to transform the team
into the success that it is today;
the Falcon Forensics Debate &
Speech team has held a national team title every year since
2001, which is the longest winning streak in the Collegiate
Forensics Association's history.
Aside from the success, Alday
said his favorite part of the job
is the improvement he sees in
his students.
See SPEAKERS I Page 6

a local literary journal published
twice a year and is celebrating its
30th anniversary this year.
The title of the festival refers to
the winter wheat plant, which is
planted in the fall, and is one of
the first plants to flourish in the
spring.
Karen Craigo, co-editor-inchief for the Mid-American
Review, said the festival is a good
place for writers to get started on
a new work.
"We give people lots of starts,
lots of ideas for writing projects
to work on, like the beginnings
of novels or poems," she said.
"Then they can work on that all

By Jaton Henry
Reporter

Writers of all skill levels are
invited to participate in the MidAmerican Review's Festival of
Writing, Winter Wheat, which
kicked off yesterday at 7:30 p.m.
Winter Wheat, an annual free
event in its ninth year, is a series
of writing sessions and readings
meant to inspire creativity.
"It is a weekend devoted writers
of all ages, all types of writing, all
levels of capacity and ability, to
come to kind of go to sessions, to
go to events, to go to readings."
said Anne Valente, who is helping
coordinate the event.
The Mid-American Review is

See WHEAT I Page 2

Alert BG emergency system sees improvement
By Mtgan Woodward
Reporter

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY ENOCH WU

THE 4-1-1: Alert BG is a text message based notification system that students can voluntarily sign up for. Approximately 20 percent of the University is signed up foi the notifications

CAMPUS

With about 6800 students, faculty and staff on the Alert BG system, the University and Campus
Police are working to improve the
system.
Alert BG is a campus notification system that will help provide
emergency safety precautions to
faculty, staff and students via text

FORUM

messaging
"ITS is working to allow the
police department [to send texisl
so my dispatchers can put information in that will also go to marketing and communication and
computers and texts," Chief of
Police lames Wiegand said. "Our
plan right now when the students
come back is to test this again."
Wiegand also said the University
is working with the Marketing and

Communications to work on texting to specific locations.
Associate Dean of Students
Michael Ginsburg said many students and faculty should take the
opportunity to sign up for Alert
BG.
"|The number of people signed
upl really should be a lot higher,
and we know people pay for texts
but we only send them out when
they are important," Ginsburg

PULSE
Obam-diggity

Green elephant exchange

Peacewalker steps into BG

The Environment Action Group goes

Mike Oren, who has been walking across the

Obama's presidency has had a

green by recycling gifts in a "white

counrty from California since 2004 in order to

profound impact on the rap music

elephant" gift exchange in order to

protest the Iraq war, makes a stop in Bowling Green

of today's generation and what the

increase recycling awareness. | Pagt $

to protest healthcare policies. | P»g« 4

songs are saying | Pagt 5

said.
Implemented in spring 2008,
the system notifies students of situations like the campus closing or
active Situations such as weather,
a gas main leak or active shooting,
Ginsburg said.
"I do think it is an effective system," he said. "I say that with hesi-

PEOPLE ON THfSTREET
What do you believe [in]?
JIMGRAMM
Junior. Sports Management
"Freddie Barnes' hand}." | Pag« 4
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NCAA '10 video game. Before each game, we'll post the results.
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ACROSS
1 Magic amulet
5 With 13-Across. Lonely Boy"
singer
9 UPS deliveries requiring payment
l3See5-Across
14 Ship to remember
15 Related
16 Window treatment support
18 Christmas trio
19 " Beso (That Kiss!)". 5- &
13-Across hit
20 Prefix with China
21 Lukewarm
22 Proceed cautiously
26 The flu. for one
28 Dynamic start'
29 God
30 Most intelligent
34 Looooong time
35 Blocker of offensive TV material
37 Penn & Teller, e.g.
38 "Put your John Hancock on this
line

Tyrone Pronty. WR: 9 catches for 129 yards. 2 TDs*
Willie Geter. RB: 25 carries for 115 yards. 1 TD
'This simulation was done before the season
VIRTUAL RECORD

4-5

:

"
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Tyler Sheehan. QB: 23-38.265 yards. 3 TDs

REAL RECORD

™
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This week's top performers:
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Riot squad spray
Weighty obligation
Harry Potter's creator
Bit ol granola
Bamboo-eating critters
superiority: obvious confidence
33 Partner of turn
7 Juan's "one"
35 " , vidi. vici":
8 Was in first place
Caesar's boast
9 King Arthur's realm
36 Mountain goat's
■.
10 Giraffe relative
perch
11 "Lets eat!"
39 Words after "Look,
12 Like a catty remark
Ma"
1.
1-1 Expensive furs
40 Sanctified
17 Dance company
■
41
Way
beyond pleasfounder Alvin
ingly plump
21 La., on old U.S. maps
42 Prez on a penny
23 Bug in a colony
44 Kind of electricity
24 "
Said": Neil
45 Big name in garden
Diamond hit
care
25 Minimum-range tide
46 Rabbit look-alikes
26 March 15th. eg.
47 Smooths, as hair
27 First of 13 popes
30 "
Believes in Me'. 48 Smidgen of sand
49 Tests by lifting
Kenny Rogers hit
53 Greek V
31 His name wound up
54 Vintage Jaguars
on a lemon
56 Planet
32 Plaintiff
57 Toy magnate
41 Desert rest stops
Schwarz
43 Chaplin's fourth wife
58 Like cool cats
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The BG News did a computer-simulation of BGs season on EA Sports
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46
50
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Sports show staple
Orderly display
Has a meal
Repair
Reddish horse
No longer in trouble
Oklahoma city
Numerical relationship
One-named Deco artist
Personnel dept. IDs
Greenish-yellow pear
Treos and iPhones. briefly
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MECCA
KSST"
Management Inc. »»"-iiuyeal>u,(,oiii

l BdrnWStudios

www meccabg com
Mecca Management, Inc.
419-353-5800
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Call 419-352-6064
or www.f rohoscmitals.com
for current listing

• Gas included •

SPECIAL
AUTUMN RATES!

These houses won't
last long

Located at:
.(no Napoleon Ko.nl

BHO

in Bowling Green

www.meccabg.com

Call TODAY!
FROBOSE RENTALS
5(X> Lehman Ave. BG

Great Selection of

STOP

HOUSES! HOUSES! HOUSES!
BEST SELECTION OF 2,3,4,5 AND 6 BEDROOM HOUSES
AVAILABLE FOR FALL 2010.

by our office &
pick up the
New Listings!

Air conditioning
Gas log fireplaces
1-2 blocks from campus
May or August leases available
Microwaves
Walk in closets

• Complete rental listing available on-line and in rental office.

WE HAVE I MIS READY FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
Ml K. Wooster Street. Bowting Green, oil
Located Across From laco Ben.
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 3S4-2240
Hours-

<?2s
GREENBRIAR,

mc

Houses £1 Apartments
in Good Locations!
Available for 2010-2011
■ We have Efficiencies, I Bedroom and - Bedroom Apartments.
• In most eases, furnished and unfurnished are the same price.
• In most eases, water, scuer. and trash are included.

es included in many of our houses:

www.greenbriarrentals.com

'10-'I I May/Aug.
Leases Now Available

Listings Available On-Line
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com

eventful

3-6 People allowed depending on location
CALL FOR DETAILS (419) 352-0717

CLOSE TO CAMPUS

• Pet friendly eommunity ■:

, •NearBGSU
■Private patio/entrance
r 'Extra storage
* "Pets welcome
•Short-term leases available
» •Vkct unit with washer/
dryer hookup

419-352-6335

Furnished or unfurnished
Washer and Dryer
Garbage disposal, dishwasher
Large yards
1 and 2 car garages
Full basements
Mast homes am NEW or REMODELED

HOUSES!

S

i Apartments Available ■
* Minutes from BGSU*

Fall Special:
First Month
FREE

t 419-352-7691

Subleaser needed,
close to campus
Call 419-307-5869

311 Ridge - 3 BR house.
avail 8/15/10. nice good location
S1200/mo Call 419-352-5882

IVYWOODAPTS.

PHOTO COURTESY Of MIAMI ATHlf TICS

Sub-leaser for 2 BR apt. near campus & donwtown. S202/mo + elec.
Call 419-202-2883 for more info

1 BR apl across Irom campus.
avail January 1st. S350/mo • util.
Call 419-897-5997

Pianist for Trinity Lutheran Church in
Wauseon. OH. has an opening for a
paid pianist to accompany Senior
Choir for Wednesday night practice
and Sunday Service Call the church
office at 419-335-5651 for more info

*)

Look for more listings on the
BG News website housing directory
www bgviews com

•3 bdrm home low as 599 00
2 blocks Ir umv. also 1/1/10-2 apis.
Eff-f Rms low as S225. see
Cartyrenlals com 353-0325 9a-9p

•BARTENDING! up to S300/day. No
exp necessary. Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 exl 174

Starting 12/1/09

BGVlews

S

U V
H^IH!

All new ellic apt, 1220 E Wooster.
avail now. S350/mo + eleclnc.
Call 419-352-1104 tor more info

"Now signing 10-11 sy leases Ig
houses- Woosler/ ask about free Int
Cartyrenlals.com/ 353-0325. 9a-9p

..■ i lodnlltH',

Help Wanted

2010-2011 STUDENT HOUSING

-t

H
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For Rent

1 -3BR house, avail 8/15'10.
1 -3BR apl * util. avail 8/15/10.
1 -3BR house - util, avail 5/15/10.
1 -1BR ellic » elec. avail 5/15/10.
1 room eltic ♦ elec. avail 7/15/10
Call 419-601-3225 or 352-4773
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features are easy and tun to use
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For Rent

Classified Ads

Google Calender, and many moie New

. ,ii» onlirw and post /our event '*

i

V
u

3 BR. 1 1/2 balh townhouse. 3 miles
from campus, newly remodeled.
S725/mo + util Call 419-708-9981

Compatable mth Faceboot. Twiner. iCal.
1

'

H S

3 BR apts. recently updated!
619 High St. BG Available May
Call 419-308-3525

419-372-6977

1045 N. Main 711

all of Bowling Green know about

1

s s

■ ' A3.

2 female guinea pigs, very friendly,
all accessories included For more
info e-mail abenschc^bgsu edu

NEWS

Your Events
With BG Views Events you can let

V
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"Thai would be huge, I don'l
iliink about the rivalry much,"
Freddie Barnes said. "That
would be big, because, me
personally, I've never beat
Miami.''
In addition to the rivalry
aspects of the game, BG will also
be carrying momentum aftei ,i
in 29 last second win last week
against Buffalo.
Against the Hulls. BG trailed
by 13-points, Inn a late lounh
quarter drive conducted In
Sheehan ended with Barnes
hauling in a name winning
touchdown pass with 39 sec
onds remaining.
The Sheehan to Barnes connection could prove deadly to
Miami as the duo has combined
for 10 touchdowns iliis season
and the latter is the nation's
leading receiver in catches and
yards.
A win would also improve H( |'s
record to 5-5, and keep I heir slim
M V. EaSI title hopes alive and
the ouiside possibility of getting
a howl hid.
Thai in itself would he revenge
enough for Sheehan. who was
once told he wasn't good enough
to play for the Red I lawks.
It's either win or go home. I
think that gives us something
else lo focus on," Sheehan
said.
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A NOVEL IDEA: jophomote Jessica Williams (left) jno freshman %X'(> K.lloren (right)
are participate in this years National Novel Writing Month.

Month-long
novel writing
contest begins

Once a high flying trapeze artist
Montana Miller lands in Bowling
Green as professor of popular culture
By Emily Tucker
Reporter
After flying high in a French circus and diving from 80 feel in
the air, Montana Miller enjoys
living and leaching in the
Howling Green area
Miller moved to France alter graduating
from high school and joined the "Centre
National des Arts du Cirque" in Chalonssur-Mame. France. She said she wanted to
find a way to get higher and higher into the
air, so someone suggested that she become
a flying trapeze artist.
"I was never a fan of the circus, but I had a
deep craving to fly," Miller said.
She was die first American to be accepted into the school, and she was the only
female in her flying trapeze troupe. She did
three years of training and performing with
others at the school.
Once she left die school she briefly
worked for Cirque du Soleil. Then she was

By Quentin Kilpatrick
Reporter
. PHOTO*

This month sophomore Jessica
Williams will write nearly 1,670
words a day to compete a 175-page
book — an endeavor unrelated to
class assignments. She and freshman liachel Killoren have signed on
to Uiis year's National Novel Writing
Month contest.
"You have to write a lot and it may
be total garbage but die practice of
just getting it all Out there is really
good,' Williams said.
The concept started 11 years ago
in the San Francisco Hav Area when

See CIRCUS I Page 2

University organization tackles speech
By Michellt Olmslcad

"The classroom experience at a university
gives you the knowledge that you need in

Americans fear public speaking more than spiders, snakes,
heights, disease or even death,
according to a number of studies on phobias.
I lowever, the oldest student
organization at the University,
the Falcon Forensics Speech &
Debate team, willingly tackles
public speaking on a regular
basis.
With the help of an experienced coaching staff, the
roughly 20 members of the
team prepare speeches, debates

order to be successful, but forensics gives
you the practical experience."
Paul Alday | Director of forensics and debate

and interpretive performances,
competing with students from
other academic institutions.
"The classroom experience
at a university gives you the
knowledge that you need in
order to be successful, but
forensics gives you the prac-

tical experience," Paul Alday
said, director of forensics and
debate.
Alday stepped up to the position of director of forensics and
debate in 2001, when the program was not fairing so well in
competition.

With 25 years of experience
at universities in Michigan,
Nebraska and Ohio, Alday
helped to transform the team
into the success that it is today;
the Falcon Forensics Debate &
Speech team has held a national team title every year since
2001. which is the longest winning streak in the Collegiate
Forensics Association's history.
Aside from the success, Alday
said his favorite part of the job
is the improvement he sees in
his students.
See SPEAKERS I Paqe 6

See NOVEL | Page 2

Winter Wheat
Festival kicks off

RVANPIHOG I1HEBGN.'.

Reporter

writer Chris Baty and 20 friends
tried to write 50.000 words of fiction
in a month.
"They didn't anticipate that they
would ever do it again nor did they
anticipate that they would be so
successful," said Undsey Grant,
community liaison for the Office
Of Letters and light, the non-profit
organization thai hosts National
Novel Writing Month.
But the Initiative expanded across
the country, encompassing 550
chapters, ultimately hooking more

Weekend event designed for writers of any age. skill level
a local literary journal published
twice a year and is celebrating its
30th anniversary this year,
The title of the festival refers to
Writers of all skill levels are the winter wheat plant, which is
invited to participate in the Mid- planted in the fall, and is one of
American Review's Festival of the first plains to flourish in the
Writing, Winter Wheat, which spring.
Karen Craigo, co-editor-inkicked off yesterday at 7:30 p.m.
Winter Wheat, an annual free chief for the Mid-American
event in its ninth year, is a series Review, said the festival is a good
of writing sessions and readings place for writers to get started on
a new work.
meant to inspire creativity.
We give people lots of starts,
"It is a weekend devoted writers
of all ages, all types of writing, all lots of ideas for writing projects
levels of capacity and ability, to to work on, like the beginnings
come to kind of go to sessions, to of novels or poems," she said.
go to events, to go to readings," Then they can work on that all
said Anne Valente, who is helping
See WHEAT | Page;
coordinate the event.
The Mid-American Review is
By Jafon Henry
Reporter

Alert BG emergency system sees improvement
By Mcg.tn Woodward
Reporter

PHOTO IUUSIR4TI0N BY (N0CHWU
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THE 4-1-1: Alert BG is a tent message based notification system that students can voluntarily sign up for. Approximately 20 percent of the University is signed up for the notifications.

With about 11800 students, faculty and staff on the Alert BG system, the University and Campus
Polio' are working to improve the
system.
Alert BG is a campus notification system that will help provide
emergency safety precautions to
faculty, staff and students via text

messaging.
"ITS is working to allow the
police department Ito send texts]
so my dispatchers can put information in dial will also go to marketing and communication and
computers and texts," Chief of
I'olice lames Wiegand said. "Our
plan right now when the students
come back is to test this again."
Wiegand also said the University
is working with the Marketing and

Communications to work on texting to specific locations.

Associate Dean of Students
Michael Ginsburg said many students and faculty should take the
opportunity to sign up for Alert
BG.
Tllte number of people signed
up] really should lx> a lot higher,
and we know people pay for texts
but we only send them out when
they are important," Ginsburg

CAMPUS

said.
Implemented in spring 2008.
the system notifies students of situations like tin' campus closing or
active situations such as weather,
a gas main leak or active shooting,

Ginsburg said.
"I do think it is an effective system." he said. I say that widi hesiSee ALERT I Page 2
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Peacewalker steps into BG

The Environment Action Group goes

Mike Oren, who has been walking across the

Obama's presidency has had a

green by recycling gifts in a "white

counrty from California since 2004 in order to

profound impact on the rap music

JIMGRAMM
Junior. Sports Management

elephant" gift exchange in order to

protest the Iraq war, makes a stop in Bowling Green

of today's generation and what the
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FROM THE FRONT PAGE

2 Friday. November 15.2009

BLOTTER
WEDNESDAY,
NOV. 10
12:08 A.M.
Dominic Mauer. of Parma, was
cited for crossing railroad tracks
when gate closing and underage
consumption at the intersection of
Pike Street and the railroad tracks
Nicholas Viviani. of Mentor, Ohio,
and Daniel Grime, of Archbold.
Ohio. we*e both cited for crossing
railroad tracks when gates were
closing at the intersection of Pike
Street and the railroad tracks.
12:17 AM
Residents were warned for disorderly conduct within the 200th
block of S Mercer Road.
12 58 A.M.
Compla.nant reported a large fight
behind Beckett's Bar.
1:05 A.M.
Brook Puncelli. 18. of Wauseon
Ohio, was arrested for obstruction
of official business at Uptown/
Downtown.
1:29 A.M.
Resident within the 100th block of
N. Main St. was warned for tresind disorderly conduct at the
Cla-Zel.
2:43 A.M.
Tony Byrd. of Lima. Ohio. Antome
Williams, of Bowling Green, and
Airon Williams, of Detroit, were
all cited for crossing railroad track
when gates were down at the
intersection of Court Street and
the railroad tracks.
252 A.M.
Joshua Bowyer. 22. of Cincinnati,
and Daniel Percival. 21. of
Olmstead Falls. Ohio, were cited
for criminal trespass within the
100th block of E Wooster St.

WWW.BGVIEWS.COM

had so much free time to travel
whenever 1 wanted."
A job became available for an
From Page 1
admissions officer at Harvard.
a solo aerialist on flying rings Miller applied for the job because
and worked for the Pickle Family she loves working with that age
Circus in San Francisco
group. I lowever, she lost the job
Miller left the circus to attend to someone else who was experiHarvard for her undergrad. She enced in admissions.
was a diver for the varsity team,
The University posted a job speand her favorite was platform div- cializing in youth popular culture.
She said she thought the job was
ing.
She also dove from 80 feet made for her, even though Bowling
at Canobic Lake Park in New Gnat might have seemed more
Hampshire. She dove there for depressing than Los Angeles, New
one season and then started div- York, Paris, Berlin and other cities
ing at various theme parks around she has lived in.
the United States run by the Great
"Bowling Green is great for creatAmerican I ligh Diving Team.
ing deep bonds and friendships,"
Miller got her master's and ltiD Miller said.
Miller has been teaching at the
in folklore and mythology at UCLA
She did not expect to find a job in University for four and a half years.
her field. For the next one and She normally teaches the Youth
a half years she applied for jobs and Popular Culture course every
while doing freelance writing and year. In the past she has taught
research on the side. She applied BGeX courses. Also, she created
for any job she knew she could da a course called "Health. Illness,
"When I think about it, that year Addiction, and Culture" that comand a half was great," she said. "I bines medical anthropology and

CIRCUS

3:10 A.M.
Residents within the 800th block
of Fourth St. were warned for disorderly conduct.
3:19 A.M.
Brian Solomon, 19. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for criminal
trespass, underage under the influence of alcohol and obstruction of
official business within the 500th
block of E Court St.

3:43 AM
Justin Drown. 53. of Lambertville.
Mich., was cited for open container
of alcohol within the 100th block
of E. Wooster St.
3:54 A.M.
Joseph Elmaasarani. 21, of Bowling
Green, was cited for failure to
maintain premise free of litter within the 200th block of N.
Enterprise St.
9:27 A.M.
Leslie Adams, 26. of Bowling
Green, was charged with child
endangering within the 400th
block of S. Enterprise St.

THURSDAY. NOV.,
12
1:03 A.M.
Complainant reported he was
robbed at knifepoint at the corners
of Prospect and Ridge streets.

1:55 A.M.
Complainants reported unknown
subject(s) broke into their apartment and stole their laptops
within the 1000th block of Fairview
Avenue

k

0 N LI N E: Go to bgviews.com for the
complete blotter list

WHEAT
From Page 1
through the year and then they
come back to the spring harvest
festival in March to share their
work."
Craigo said each session is
around 75 minutes and there
will be a variety of different topics.
"Our festival runs from
Thursday to Saturday this year,
so all day there will be sessions
for people to write, start stories
or start poems, and then.share
them eventually at the end at
the open mic night which is on
Saturday," Valente said.
According to the Winter

Wheat Web site, sessions will
focus on such topics as Harry
Potter fan fiction, sports writing, resources for Midwestern
writers, food writing and how to
build a career as a writer.
Valente said some sessions
are designed specifically for students dealing with topics such
as how to find time to write, tips
for undergraduate writers and
tips for college writers who want
to publish their work.
A complete schedule and session listing is available on the
Mid-American Review's Web
site.
Valente said while some sessions will allow people to share,
it will be voluntary, so writers
who are shy about their work

popular culture.
Miller is die advisor for the
University Gymnastics Club and
the undergrad advisor for the
department of popular culture.
One of Miller's recent accomplishments was having an article
published in the latest issue of the
peer-reviewed journal Practical
Matters, called "Vernacular
Abstinence: Teenagers, Purity
Rings, and Rites of (Blocked)
Passage."
Miller is also traveling to
Nashville this week to the
national conference on Public
Responsibility in Medicine and
Research. She is a member of
the University's Human Subjects
Review Board, and she has been
invited to give several speeches on
Internet research ethics.
She said she loves her job and
thinks it is perfect. She said she
likes the small classes because it is
easier to get to know the students
individually.
Kendall Binder, a graduate student, was in Miller's Youth and

do sessions on the topic of their
need not worry.
"There is usually not any pres- choosing."
She said around 300 people
sure to share work or talk in a session if you don't want to," she said. attend every year.
The first group of sessions
There will be around sixty
unique sessions to choose from begins on Friday at 1 p.m.
and participants will be able to Individuals can register on the
Mid-American Review's Web
attend around six, Craigo said.
She said each session is taught site or on the day of at registraby someone who proposed the tion tables set up on the 3rd
floor of the Union.
topic.
Craigo said people should get
"Sometimes they're students
here, sometimes they're faculty involved in events such as this
here, but sometimes they are because it is important to be
people from elsewhere. Former creative.
"I feel it is an incomplete life
contributors to the magazine,
former editors, people from if it doesn't include any creother universities," she said. ative expression," she said.
"It has kind of become a pro- "Everybody can afford a pen
fessional conference in a way. right? And if they can't, they can
People come from all over and borrow one of mine."

needed to reach the goal, die
her massage therapy license exam.
"You don't really win anything. But more
contesl places a heavy emphasis
Vaughn hosts weekly "write-ins"
on quantity over quality, with the
where other local writers gather at
From Page 1
importantly
they
get
a
rough
draft
of
their
organization's Web site warning,
a coffee shop, work on their novels
than 119.0(10 people worldwide and ask each Other questions.
"Make no mistake: You will be
novel,
and
that's
the
real
prize."
List year
writing a lot of crap."
She said those who attend her
Last year, 21.000 participants
ilie movement recently spread write-ins average 800 more words
Lindsey Grant | Community liason
"won" by reaching the goal of
to Northwest Ohio, said Carrie than they would have otherwise.
Yauglin. \a\o\VriMos municipal
50,000 words. Participants who
The write-in really helped me."
Williams said dial she often successfully complete the 50,000
liaison lor the Black Swamp region. Williams said. "1 think it just has a tall order when balancing homestays up until 1 or 2 am. to finish word benchmark receive a courVaughn, a resident of Findlay, first something to do with being out work and other commitments.
successfully completed her 50,000 of your element; being out of your
"I Died to get a lot of school work her school work so she has the tesy PDF certificate.
"You don't really win anything,"
room and having other people out of the way early," Killoren said. time to write in the day. Her story
word goal in 2008.
"It was quite an accomplish- around doing the same thing."
"And I've cut back on my social life centers around fairy tale charac- Grant said. "But more importantFor students, writing a 50.000 a bit. but it's kind of a nice excuse ters in an action/adventure plot.
ment." Vaughn said, who was also
ly they get a rough draft of their
Given the daily word count novel, and that's the real prize."
working full-time and studying for word rough draft of a novel can be to be a hermit"

ALERT

NOVEL

From Page 1
tation simply because not all students use it as they should."
With only 20 percent of the
University signed up, Wiegand
encouraged anyone who is not
signed up to do so.
"IThe number of people signed
up] is not a decent amount when
you look at the campus community," he said. "I personally think
everyone widi a cell phone should
have Alert BG."
Ginsburg said when Alert BG is
used it is a good system because it
is also a good conversation piece.
"Once students receive that text
they tend to tell others from word
of mouth from Alert BG," he said.
Senior and Administrative
Resident Advisor IP Gagen said that
Alert BG is good but in reality could
get better.
"Ideally, Alert BG should be a good
source for students so they know
where and when emergencies are,"
he said. "But in reality, there are
some kinks in the system that, as
a student, I think they should work
on."

You open the paper everyday, what would you like
to see? This is your paper, we just print it!
U
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Send us your story suggestions and
ideas to thenews@bgnews.com!

or

I .com

Popular Culture class two years
ago. He is planning on taking one
of her courses next semester.
"She has a style that invokes
thought and captures interest,"
Binder said.
If students had any problems
or concerns they could talk to
her about anything, he said. She
allowed students to have a strong
voice.
Shay Hazen, an alumna who
graduated from the University in
May 2006, majored in popular culture. She took Miller's Youth and
Popular Culture class her senior
year.
Hazen and Miller are friends
and stay in contact
"Her method was different,"
Hazen said. "She tried to incorporate things from my generation
and put it on a global scale so we
could learn different theories."
Binder and Hazen appreciated
that Miller tried to get everyone
excited about what they were
learning and that she cared about
her students'futures.

HOW TO SIGN UP FOR
ALERT BG

FRUGAL
FALCON$

BG Alert is a voluntary service and
Top 10 non-necessities
college students buy-Part 1
Men
1. Alcohol
2. Fast food
3. Cell phone

signing up is required to receive
notifications:

Women
1. Alcohol
2. Fast food
3. Cell phone
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■ Sign into mybgsu.edu
■ Go to the AlertBG tab
■ Sign up and you will have Alert
BG
■ If you already have an alert BG.
check your opt-out time to
make sure that you still receive
texts.

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.
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CAMPUS
THE MOOD FOR JAZZ

Environment action group
hosts gift exchange event
A new event for the group focuses on recycling and environmental awareness
By D Erra Jackson
Reporter

COURTNEY STEIUR

■-•

ALL BLUES: Chelsea McCarty performs a solo during the Jazz Lab Band II performance yesterday evening. The song. Come Rain or Shine,
was directed by Jeff Halsey

Undergraduate student government forum
discusses possible shuttle service fee
dents' benefit."
Safety was a major topic discussed during the forum. Wiegand
last night, the Undergraduate believes the new shuttle service
Student Government held a forum would provide safe transportation
in regards to a proposed fee to for students to get home.
revamp the University's shuttle
"The shuttle service would preservice.
vent students from walking home
The forum, held in Olscamp drunk." Wiegand said. "It would
room 117, was conducted by eliminate criminal damaging as
lames Wiegand, director of public well as students walking home in
cold weather."
safety.
|oe Edens, USG senator for the
"We are proposing a new shuttle service to meet the wants and college of education and human
needs of our student population," development, agreed that the serWiegand said."There has been a vice would provide safety for the
demand for a downtown and late University's students.
"I believe a downtown shuttle
night route for some time now."
USG is requesting a dedicated service would provide safety for
fee of S20 a semester from each our students," Edens said. "It'U prestudent, which will be used to vent another incident with the stuimprove parking lots, current shut dent and the train that occurred
tie buses and to add shuttles that earlier this semester. It helps sniwould take students from campus dents get home safely."
Sophomore geography major
to downtown Bowling Green.
"In 2008, 420.000 riders were Ijic Childs said he believes more
riding our busses," Wiegand said. details about the shuttle service
"Haifa million riders is significant need to be made clearer before he
and the proposed fee would help makes a decision.
"I feel like they really need to
us to continue to provide quality
define where the shuttle is going
service for our students."
While some students are in favor before we can vote adequately."
of the plan, some believe it needs Childs said. "They need to be clearto be earned out right in order to er if our money itf going to shuttle
service or to building parking lots."
be effective.
Edens believes the proposed
"It's a good idea," said Scott
Kravitz, a junior majoring in Sports plan for a new shuttle service
Management. "1 think if it is pro- would benefit both students and
posed right, it could work to stu- the University.
By Richard Aulry
Reporter
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"It could he a real good recmitment and retention tool for the
University." Edens said. "It keeps
the services we have now and
keeps improving on them."
And despite the rising cost of
tuition and the deteriorating economy, there were students on board
with the proposed fee,
"I think S20 is a fair price," l-den
said. "As a senator, I am going to
vote the way students feel."
Kravitz said he hopes students
exercise their rights and give their
say on how their funds should be
implemented in order to ensure
the buses are maximized to the
best of students' uses.
"I know there was a poor showing tonight, especially with an emuil being sent three hours before."
Kravitz said. "My advice to other
students is to speak up if they are
for it and speak if they are not for it.
lust let your voice lx' heard."

k

ONLINE: Head to bqwews.com for a
recap of the USG forum

The University's Environment
Action Group will be hosting a
gift exchange at the end of the
month to encourage recycling
and increase environmental
awareness through grassroots
activism. There are about 35
active members.
The gift exchange will be a
"white elephant" event, where
people will wrap and give away
things they don't use anymore
instead of throwing them
away. BAG president Elizabeth
Warther said.
The event will be hosted in
the ballroom and it will last
about four hours. A group member came up with the event, and
Warther thought it would be a
good idea with the holidays
coming up, she said.
Junior Hernadette Wiggin.
who got involved with the group
because of her environmental
science major, is looking forward to the event.
"I'm really excited about it
because it's something new
because we haven't done anythinglikethat before and I know
students like creativity and they
like to receive gifts." she said.
"So, I'm hoping the campus will
get involved with that and get
rid of things they don't want,
receive things they do want, just
so it's less waste in the world."
Senior Krista Elvey, who also
got involved with the group
because of her environmental policy major, is also excited
about the event.
"I think it's really cool, I love
the holidays and I think it's
really important to consider the
environment even in the holiday season," she said.
EAG has other
events as well.

upcoming

Next semester, the group will
host the eco-fair for the 40th
anniversary of Earth Day on
April 22. Members will invite
people and business owners
with green products and other
environmental organizations
to talk to people about "happy
environmental stuff," Warther
said.
Wiggin is also excited about
Earth Day.
"That's my favorite time of
year," she said. "It's really just all
the events surrounding Earth
Day that excite me the most
because we have a concert, we
haveafairand other groups help
out, so it makes it a lot easier and
more productive when there's
more people involved because
we have a bigger say."
The group will also work with
the administration to try to
implement the president's climate commitment, which is
a document the University's
president signs, stating he or
she will work toward sustainability in different predetermined ways, Warther said. If
the document is passed, many
things will change, including
new buildings being certified
by the Leadership in Energy
and Environmental Design
program and the use of coal
fire power will be reduced, she
said.
Warther is an environmental
science major and got involved
with the group when her BGeX
teacher, Holly Myers, suggested she join. Myers is the group's
adviser as well.
Warther always knew she
wanted to major in science.
She also knew she wanted to
be outdoors.
"My mom always took us out
on daily walks and things, so
since 1 was little, 1 was always
overly exposed to be being

outside," she said. 'We always
did the recycling thing and my
mom always pointed stuff out.
When Warther read mine
about environmental issues,
she really "dove into it," she said.
But, the activism didn't come
until college when she went to
a Sierra Club camp between
her freshman and sophomore
years. She learned there was
a strong environmental movement among college students
and how important it was to
them.
Warther enjoys advocating
for the environment and gets
her motivation from the different issues in the world.
"lust because there's so many
problems environmentally in
this country; like mountain
top removal, that I never knew
existed until I came to college,
she said. "I feel like everybody
needs to have this information
and the only way everybody's
going to have this information
is if people that care, get out
and talk about it."
Even with motivation,
Warther still finds what she
does difficult at times.
"It's hard to gel college students involved in political
things because overall, most
people in general, not just college students, lend to be apathetic about the status quo, so
it's hard to get people to want
to work for change," she said.
But. overall, Warther's journey with the EAG has been a
good one, she said. Last year,
the group connected with different environmental groups
across the state to help increase
awareness and to get things
"rolling."
Warther said sustainable
actions need to be taken and
she is working to make that
happen.

FORUM

"I was never a fan of the circus, but I had a deep craving to fly."
- Montana Miller, pop culture professor, on performing in the circus [see story, pg. 1].
Friday. November 15.2009 4

PEOPLE ON THE STREET What do you believe?
"Two percent milk
and Bill Clinton"

"In love and that

"Jamba Juice is the
best."

" College is
overrated.

Christ is the epitome
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SIGN OF PROTEST:
walk* Mike Oren offers the peace s»gn to passing drivers at the corner of Woosier and Mam St yesterday afternoon Oren, a Bowling Green native, said his
' jvonte place to demonstrate is in front o' the Recruitment Center.

The Peacewalker drops into town to
protest Latta's healthcare policies
says, are occurring because
Targe corporations have big

Most of his time spent in jail
occurred near the beginning
defense contracts" and because of the second Iraq war when
of oil. No longer satisfied with public opinion was still favorMIKETHURAU
COLUMNIST
passively opposing what he able to a continuation of further
feels to hi' an unjust and point- U.S. occupation. In more recent
less war. he chose to take his years, he has encountered less
harassment and the longest
I )n Sept. 21,2004, Mike Oren set activism on the road.
The Peacewalker's journey is time he has ever been detained
out from the courthouse steps
Dl ^.III Bemadino, Cal. to cross not an aimless one. He trav- was four months. Because The
America on loot in protest of the els from state capital to state Peacewalker travels alone, he
Iraq war. To this day. he contin- capital and typically demon- typically serves his time withue-, his trek. His most recent strates alone at a high traffic out hail and continues on his
stop is right here in Bowling area nearby. He has demon- journey once he is released.
The last time he was arrested
strated numerous limes at
Green.
As a native of Howling Green. numerous locations, the most was 2006 on a misdemeanor.
this pit stop has a special sig- noteworthy of which include "Public opinion changed. Now
nificance for Oren. also known the while I louse. Times Square law enforcement helps me." he
as The Peacewalker. He says the and the Democratic National said.
town has grown a great deal Convention where he helped
Despite these hardships. The
since Ire went to school here in organize the massive turn- Peacewalker has no intention of
1074. Inn the politics are large- out of activists opposed to the slowing down.
ly the same. He was surprised Democratic Parly's complicity
He views Obama's foreign polto learn the latta family still in foreign wars and numerous icy as little more than a repeat of
Bush's with a few of the rougher
controls this district's House of other grievances.
The journey has not been edges smoothed over. His curRepresentatives chair and the
downtown area has grown to be easy for him. He supports him- rent destination is Tampa, II.,
much more cosmopolitan than self largely through the kind- where he intends on resting
ness of strangers, veterans ben- to prepare for his journey up
he remembers.
The Peacewalker's journey efits programs and odd jobs. the east coast and back to the
has attracted considerable Due to the highly transient White House. The Peacewalker
media attention over the past nature of his lifestyle, he has is troubled by the decline of the
five years through the Internet been arrested on numerous turnout at mass demons! rations
and local newspapers and tele- occasions for charges such as to oppose the Iraq war, but feels
vision channels. The impetus to vagrancy, trespassing and dis- much of America's progressive
start this journey was learning orderly conduct.
movement is waiting to sec how
"I was arrested for disorderly Obama handles Afghanistan
about the death of his friend
Carlos Arendundo's son in Iraq. conduct for handing out fliers before they commit to further
Wars in the Middle East, he by a Denny's." he said.
struggle.
'Editor's Note: The following
lire two winning essays from an
Honors Program contest, based
on a reading selection, "This I
Helieiv." Tor more information,
visit thisiMieiv.org.

Speechless. Before that moment,
it had never occurred to me that
pretend was something that
could be outgrown. Pretend had
defined my life. 1 had spent my
years reading every book I could
get my hands on. acting in every
Essay 1: The Power of Pretend
show I could audition for. And up
by Cassie Guion
until thai day, I had spent hours
with my best friend disappearing
I was 12 when my best friend into worlds we'd made up, full of
told me she was too old for pre- castles and magic and goblins
tend, I was stunned. Shocked. and ghosts. I had believed we

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at thenews@bgnews.com.
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.

THE BG NEWS
GINA POTTHOFF, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 454031 Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com

"The withdrawal is just a
transfer to another war," Oren
said, referring to the movement of troops from Iraq to
Afghanistan. "Progressives are
very disappointed in Obama's
foreign policy in both wars,
especially in the Afghan war."
He would like to see more
young people involved in the
movement, but surmises that
the lack of a draft has negated
any sense of urgency among the
youth. The Peacewalker advises
young activists and concerned
citizens to get involved with
their local anti-war movement
and encourages young people to call their congressmen,
march on the Pentagon and
always remember to demonstrate peacefully.
The Peacewalker is a memorable character. One on one,
he has much to say about the
wars in Iraq and Afghanistan,
and ended my interview with
him with the words, "Peace for
Everyone!" I hope the remainder of The Peacewalker's journey is a safe one, and that both
it and the wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan come to a speedy
end. Walk on Peacewalker, and
stay strong.

would do so forever.
A year passed. I entered adolescence. I started high school. I was
finally cast in major roles. But
the day that my best friend had
found herself too old for pretend
stayed with me, and I couldn't
help but wonder: would I one day
be too old for pretend? And what
would happen to my life when
that day arrived?
I was 13 when I started writing
stories based on the imagination
games my best friend and I
hadn't played in a year. I wrote
about princesses desperate to
escape their lots in life, readers
who read their way into their

Resfmnd to Mike at
Ihenews9bgnews.com
books, young girls who found
themselves different without
knowing how to be. I wrote
about the characters I read
about, the characters I played
on stage, the characters 1 saw
in my head, even as 1 struggled to answer those seemingly unanswerable questions:
would I one day be loo old for
pretend, and what would happen to my life when that day
arrived? And out of that struggle came a third question: had
I already reached that day but
See ESSAYS | Page 6
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All-day new sources
provide political bias,
resulting in the loss of
public trust in the media
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RYAN SULLIVAN
COLUMNIST

I hate the Fox News Channel
with a passion.

Don't get me wrong, 1 also
have the same sense of hatred for
MSNBC and I'm currently developing the same level of animosity
towards CNN.
No, this has nothing to do with
them l>eing network news channels, it has more to do with what
many people refer to as the politics of reporting.
After the tragic passing
of Walter Cronkite, "Time"
Magazine ran a poll asking the
question, "Who is America's
most trusted newscaster?"
Anybody care to guess who the
winner turned out to be?
Before I fill you all in, let me just
say that sincestartingthiscolumn
and when I was doing reporting, 1
have made every effort to conceal
my political affiliation and have
tried to always report every story
while presenting facts from any
side that cared to comment.
But right now, the field of journalism isat a crossroads. As much
as BO percent of the population
believes there is a direct media
bias, despite no clear evidence
there is one.
Yes, this is the reason for the
rallout of Fox News and MSNBC.
These news providers are destroying the trust people have in the
media to present the news without pushing an agenda.
Now, I also realize that no
matter what, people are going
to assume that whatever they
believe is coming under attack
and will try to defend it viciously
and there is nothing wrong with
this attitude. The problem I see is
when people start seeing patterns
that aren't there or those who only
watch news programming that
fits their political views. What I
am referring to is conservatives
only watching Fox because they

are tired of the "left wing media"
or liberals who watch MSNBC to
cope with the "conservative bias"
they believe is so prevalent.
Oh, and by the way. the most
trusted name in news according to the Time magazine poll?
Former MTV personality turned
"fake news" star Ion Stewart.
Now, why don't we take a look
at everything that is wrong here.
First, by his own admission, he
says his show serves no purpose
but to entertain.
In effect, he claims immunity
from responsibility of what he
says about other news sources
yet provides no real information
himself.
Second, his show doesn't
always present real news. Sure,
il will throw a few barbs at the
coverage offered by network and
cable news, but there isn't always

a real story with this,
Finally, he really doesn't do
much to help alleviate the belief
there is bias in the media. There
is a strong liberal bias on the part
of "The DailyShow" and this only
furthers the belief there is some
secret media agenda.
Now, all of this really wouldn't
be so bad if not for the fact that it is
killing the profession. Real news
is not-so-slowly being replaced
by soft news and human interest
stories because it is believed that
people don't want to hear things
they find depressing.
Every time 1 am asked what
my major is and respond will)
journalism, all I hear is people
don't want me to be like the rest of
reporters. They want me to cover
the real issues and leave the fluff
to everybody else.
Now, 1 am not naive enough
to believe people would watch a
newscast or pick up a newspaper
just because they focus on hard
news over soft news. I am just
asking for those in a position to
help keep the industry afloat to do
somwhing before it is too late.
Respond to Ryan at
thenewsi"l}gnews.com
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America once
again ruins a
cultural classic
.
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TAYLOR RICHTER

MR. BLACK PRESIDENT,
Y0 OBAMA FOR REAL

DESIGN EDITOR

I feel like The Vapors were reading my mind when ihey penned
those era-spanning words, "I
think I'm turning lapanese, I
think I'm turning lapanese. I
really think so" all the way back
in 1980. Aside from the fact that
1 was born in 1989, and that the
song makes me feel a little less
than politically correct, I think
those boys across the pond were
onto something great.
The lapanese have lent our
American culture some pretty
amazing stuff. Pop culture icons
ranging from Toyota trucks to
Sailor Moon's pornographically
short skirt have integrated completely into our way of life. But in
my opinion, the best thing we've
shanghaied was food shaped like
other stuff.
Enter the Bento Box, lapanese
takeout that can sometimes
take shapes only limited by your
imagination.
Below are some of my attempts
at this lapanese braintrust. Mine
aren't exactly edible (consisting
of things like Fruit Roll ups, beef
jerky, and left over Halloween
peeps). But you get the idea.

r

Get more Pulse at the
CULTURE SHOCK BLOG
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"MY PRESIDENT IS BUCK" I YOUNG JEEZY
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BATTLE SIGHT: The "Modern Warfare 2" video game gives players a first person perspective of combat, putting the player in the virtual shoes of a soldier.

GameStop comes
under fire for
early game release
Local smaller volume stores question the legality
of GameStop's actions with Activision contract
By Matt Liana

up, grab their M4A1 Assault
Rifle and control a war hero
from a first-person perspective,
Overseas, American troops all by using the scriesof buttons
are sprinting from building to on a game system's controller.
The game wasfinally released
building, hiding behind walls
and firing at their enemies. this week, after months of what
Here at home, people are find- has become the "biggest preing themselves doing the same order in GameStop's history,"
according to Charles Hodges,
- just interactively.
"Modern Warfare 2," the next who works with public relainstallment in the "Call of Duty" tions for GameStop, a corposeries of video games, was rate-owned chain of gaming
released this week, and took
See WARFARE; Page 6
students by storm. Between
classes, students can now gear
Reporter

ALBUM REVIEWS
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Music listeners question Obama's influence
on hip-hop and its associated culture

ICE, ICE BABY

Story by Emily Bigclow | Illustration by Taylor Richtor

In 2008, the United States of America successfully
elected its first black president and changed the
courseofhistory. Perhaps, though, President Obama's
election will affect more than just Washington.
The hip-hop industry has a significantly long list of
supporters of the president, including Jay-Z, 50 Cent, Wyclef
lean and Mos Def. With this support arises the question
that has been circulating since his inauguration — will the
election of an black president change rap music?
Rapper Common, who, like the president, hails from
Chicago, spoke to CNN about the impending changes that
the genre is facing, and he believes that Obama will have
an impact on rappers who are in tune with what is happening in the world.
Common, a noted supporter of Obama, expresses this
support in a positive way through his music. Although it
is a subtle reference, in his song "The People," Common
says, "Standin' in front of the judge with no honor/My raps
ignite the people like Obama," and "The day, has come/
Now we, are one."
Other rappers have dedicated entire songs to Obama,
one of the more prominent being "Black President" by

IT'S A
SMALL WORLD,
AFTER ALL

See HIP-HOP | Page 6
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■ Drake

■ Pete Yom & Scarlett Johansson

■ Grade | B

■ Grade | B

"SO FAR GONE"

"BREAKUP"

WHAT MATT UASSE THINKS: There
should be nothing but high expectations for

WHAT MATT UASSE THINKS: »ete Yom

the man who is considered Lil Wayne's pro-

album before he even knew what her vocals

tege, has worked with Jay Z on "The Blueprint

sounded like But. with "Break Up," no one would

3" and has already been touring worldwide-

ever guess that was the case.

all before even releasing his debut album

The ahum features many feel-good and likable

What is the final verdict7 This man rs a triple
threat

tunes across the nine songs: the catchiest of
them all be<ng the album opener. "Relate*'

In "So Far Gone," Drake has found a way

Yom adds restful vocals with Johansson's fun

asked Scarlett Johansson to collaborate on an

to ma the vibe of Kanye West's "808s &

twang to their innocent yet emotronal lyrics

Heartbreak" show he can drop rhymes both

about love and everything that goes along with it

with and without Weezy by hrs side and focus
on his voice capabilities as smooth as Usher s

The choruses of the album are the strongest,

The seven-song E.P highlights heavy beats

and they leave it rmpossile for the listener not
to sing along

and catchy choruses, but loses strength with
its running tmes being between four and

and "Blackie's Dead." are what shine the most 'I

seven minutes.

Am The Cosmos." "Shampoo." and "Clean." have

The album is for Irsteners ready for true
rhymes, not the borrowing of 80s pop hooks

bass knes and drum backgrounds to die for. while

like other rappers do so well Topics, not surprisingly, range from "the money and the cars

plead for a "state of mmd where Yorn can keep

. and the cfcithes" m "Successful" to the one

"Break Up" ends quickly, and will have any fan

Songs like "Wear And Tear." "Search Your Heart."

"Someday." leaves the album off with a calm
himself m line and leave the past behind

special girl in "Best I Ever Had *

looking for more as the end of the final track

The strongest tracks are the ones Lil Wayne
adds his genius to including the auto-tuned

approaches The album has a coffee-shop Indie

out "I'm Gang In" The EP'sconclusion, "Fear"

imagined performing their songs at the closest

Ub short

Starbucks The desire for a latte when hearing

Dfake shows promise, and hrs debut afcum

this album is natural

feel where Yom and Johansson can almost be

(slated for 2010) is sure to be huge

www.bflviMunMworit.com/food

ic stays true to Dickens' vision
By Aaron H.lff.rkh
Pulse Reviewer

"A Christmas Carol" by Charles
Dickens is one of the most
beloved and retold stories
with a timeless holiday message. Each holiday season is
yet another excuse for production companies to invest in new
versions of this classic holiday
tale. The latest effort in bringing you the lessons of Ebenezer
Scrooge comes from Academy
Award-winning director Robert

Zemeckis and his heavily pioneered use of motion-capture
animation.
Aside from the opening shot
of a page turning storybook, not
much of this rendition is reminiscent of a classic Disney reimagining. Robert Zemeckis has
respectfully retained a majority
of Dickens's original vision with
a dark, dreary, and brooding
London atmosphere. Since it
features a slew of depressing
themes and ghastly images, this
is one Disney endorsement that

TONIGHT IN BG

doesn't come recommended
for young children. Even less
surprising is a release date
that's closer to Halloween than
Christmas.
While the animation of "A
Christmas Carol" is truly a
monumental achievement, it
ultimately does more to hurt
the film rather than enhance it.
In addition to the breathtaking
images that make up the world
around Scrooge, there is a list
of talented actors and voices
that bring his story to life. lim

TONIGHT IN TOLEDO

Carrey and Gary Oldman voice
a majority of the characters
including Scrooge and Cratchit.
Surprisingly, their full potential
is greatly limited by the aim of
the animation.
Much like Zemeckis's previous film, Beowulf, the animated characters of "A Christmas
Carol" are designed to look
extremely similar to the actors
who voice them. With well
See CAROL | Page 6

TOMORROW NIGHT

Howard's hosts Piss Disco

Toledo will be a circus this weekend

Full night at Howard's Club H tomorrow

Michigan band Piss Disco will be performing at Howard's Club H tonight along with
opening acts Brace for Impact and Hobo
Stew. Doors will open at 9 p.m. with a $3
admission charge at the door.

The circus is in town - Ringling Bros, and Barnum
& Bailey Circus is coming to Toledo. The Lucas
County Arena is hosting the event at 7 p.m. tonight
as well as times tomorrow and Sunday. Tickets start
at $11, see www.ticketmaster.com for more details.

Howard's is hosting a full line-up tomorrow night beginning at 9
p.m. The venue's night will include local indie/post-punk/powerpop group The Dumb-Easies, and bands Hot Love and Murder
Mystery. Howard'swill complete their line-up with the onewoman band/comedy act Miss Firecracker

_k

THEY SAID IT
"Twelve was a real turning point for
me as I moved to a mixed school,
and then I became cool and
discovered hair gel."
-Robert Pattinson

VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES. MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
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HIP-HOP

COUNTRY MUSICS BIGGEST WINNERS

From Page 5
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The song begins with Obama In
mid-speech and includes lyrics like,
"Although il seems heaven senl/We
ain't ready to have a black president" from artist Tupac Shakur and
"Y'know these colored folks and
Negroes/Hate to see one of their
own succeeding/America, surprise
us/And let a black man guide us."
The song also has the line "But
on a positive side/I think Obama
provides Hope — and challenges
minds/Of all races and colors to
erase the hate."
Other lyrics seem to be reaching
out to the president, pleading with
him to change the country for the
better.
The song Tetter to the President"
by Joell Ortiz featuring Dante
Hawkins outlines the story of a
young man struggling with the
reality of living in the projects of
New York City. The lyrics are organized as a letter.
"Dear future president/1 hope
you heard this letter and do some
things to make sure the next one
Tin writing is better," the song says.
While the events described
through the young man's life arc
less than pleasant, the song offers
comfort for the future by saying,
"It's time for a change and that
change is Obama."
Even rapper lay-Z, who seems
to have grown out of the rapping
phase of his career and begun
to form his own brand, remixed
the song "My President is Black,"
originally done by Young leezy.
While the song itself is short,
the lyrics incorporate the Civil
Highls Movement, culminating
in the election of Obama.
"Rosa Parks sat so Martin
Luther could walk/Martin
Luther walked/so Barack Obama
could run/Barack Obama ran
so all the children could fly/So
['ma spread my wings and/You
can meet me in the sky." lay-Z
raps.
Yet, while the president has
been represented through song,
it remains to be seen if the attitudes associated with rap will
change permanently or if the
black culture will be represented
in the mainstream better than it
has been in the past.
"I have noticed the themes in
music have become less about
money, cars and objectifying
women," said graduate student
Bing Lin. "This may be because
I have become much more selective with what I listen to."
Lin said he listens to rap.
hip-hop and R&B. but he listens mostly to older music from
Blackstar. Dead Presidents, The
Coup and The Roots.
Charlie Mack, program director from 107.3 FM The luice, said
while Obama's election was historical, it would not influence
hip-hop music.
"Hip-hop runs in parallel with
whatever society has going on,"
Mack said.
He believes there is a bigger
change in the pride of the black
community than in popular culture. Mack said, "There was an
initial change," and that blacks
"stood a little bit taller, there was
a sense of pride an accomplishment." However, "These things
tend to fade over time somewhat, but there is an underlying
deeper sense of responsibility,"
he said.
As far as the hip-hop industry
is concerned. Mack said hip-hop
is more likely to change because
of changes in society as opposed
to the president himself. Even
though he doesn't believe that
the music itself has changed,
Mack said there had been an
increase in support for the president through the hip-hop industry.
"We have certain celebrities or
notable names in hip-hop who
either directly supported the
president during his campaign,"
Mack said, "or made the call for
people in the hip-hop community to get involved."
Even students who are
immersed in hip-hop music
haven't noticed any differences from last year. Sophomore
Jeremy Rominski agreed with
Mack when it came to changes
in the music itself.
"I do listen to rap, and I
haven't really noticed any difference in the technique or anything," Rominski said. "I have
not noticed any changes in the
culture so far, but it's still early
in his term."
Rominski is not alone. It
seems the consensus is that hiphop music will stay its course in
regard to content and attitudes.
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The faces of the 2009 Country Music Awards
FEMALE VOCALIST OF THE YEAR
ft ENTERTAINER OF THE YEAR:

ALBUM OF THE YEAR:
Fearless
Taylor Swift
Produced by Nathan Capman and Taylor Swift
Big Machine Records

Taylor Swift

MALE VOCALIST OF THE YEAR:

VOCAL GROUP OF THE YEAR:

Brad Paisley

"I Run To You"
Lady Antebellum
Produced by Victoria Shaw and Paul Worley
Capitol Records Nashville

NEW ARTIST OF THE YEAR:

MUSIC VIDEO OF THE YEAR:

Darius Ruker

"Love Story"
Taylor Swift
Directed by Trey Fanjoy

CAROL
From Page 5

ing considering all the actors
could have delivered a gripping live-action performance
on top of their already satisfying voice work. While the
best use of motion-capture
rests in "Beowulf's" vivid
depiction of a fantasy world,
the art of using it in replace
of live actors still holds little
to no significance. Disney's
"A Christmas Carol" is sadly a
lifeless depiction of one of the
most spirited holiday stories
of all time.

known actors such as Carrey
and Oldrnan, it's frustrating
to experience a film without their physical presence
and emotions. Unlike voicing furry creatures or dancing robots, these human-like
images amount to nothing
more than a video game quality that still struggles to bring
out true human emotion.
With a story about a crude
man's glorious redemption,
a suppression of emotion is
hardly the route you want to Letter Grade CRatad PG for scary sequences
take.
Even with the incredible and images.
environment created by pris- Runtime: 96 mm
tine animated visuals, Robert
Zcmeckis's version of "A Voices by: Jim Carrey. Gary
Christmas Carol" falls short of Oldman. Colin Firth. Bob
grasping the powerful emo- Hoskins. and Robin Wright Penn
tions of its main characters. Directed by: Robert Zemeckis
This is even more dishearten-

SPEAKERS
From

"It's watching and helping
students grow with their experience and abilities," Alday
said. "Some of my students
will come to our team and
never have given a speech
before."
The different types of
speeches fall under one of
the three categories, according to the team's Web site.
1) Public address speaking: This includes informative speeches, as well as
persuasive, communication
analysis and after-dinner
speaking.
2) Limited preparation:
Impromptu,
extemporaneous, along with various
forms of debate fall under
this division.
3) The third division of
speeches is interpretation
of literature, which includes
performance of poetry, prose,
and drama, along with duo
performances.
Each member may register
in up to six events, with each
memorized speech lasting
eight to 10 minutes.
Speakers are evaluated on
their performances based
on an extensive list of objective and subjective criteria.
Meeting the time requirement, following the correct
format of speech, demonstrating developed language,
and delivering a solid performance are among the factors that may be taken into
consideration.
Similar to ice skating or
gymnastics, speakers are
evaluated individually on
their events during a tournament. However, their individual performances also
factor into a team score as
well.
Seven to 45 teams can be
registered in a single tournament, and the competitions,
at times, can take the team
across the nation.
"When we go to a tournament, we're competing
against schools such as Ohio
State, UCLA, Harvard and
Cornel," Alday said. "We travel pretty much every other
weekend from September

through April."
While there are excellent
speeches each year, Alday
shared a couple that stand
out this season:
"Alesha Gailhouse is doing
one on the Great Pacific
Garbage Patch," he said.
"Basically, all of our plastic,
and bottles, and garbage
that gets into the oceans is
getting swirled into an island
twice the size of Texas. It's
really fascinating, but disgusting at the same time."
And junior Katie Hodgdon
is performing a persuasive
speech about Foster Care
Acclaiming Programming,
Alday said, which is to reform
the foster care system to
help kids become trained for
life outside the system.
Hodgdon has been a member of the Falcon Forensics
Speech & Debate team since
her freshman year. Currently
preparing for six events,
Hodgdon welcomes the
challenge.
"It gives me an opportunity
to really push myself with
my speaking skills," she said.
"It is also a great opportunity
for me to meet other people
who are interested in what
I'm doing; I have friends all
over the nation."
Majoring in communication disorders, Hodgdon
believes that being a member of the Falcon Forensics
Speech & Debate team contributes to her career aspirations.
"I can take what I've
learned and give it to people
who may not be so confident
because their communication disorder affects how
they think of themselves
because of how they speak,"
she said.
"It's also really well considered by potential employers,"
Alday said. "With forensics
and debate on a resume, it
really opens up their eyes to
that type of employee they
can expect."
So far, this season seems
to be living up to the past
eight years of success.
"We're having a very successful year," Alday said.
"We've placed in the top three
as a team for every tournament we've attended."

LEASING FOR
:
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" We were extremely pleased by [the]

WARFARE

customer response to our 4,250 midnight

From Page 5

stores.
launch events. We've received numerous
Owners of an XBOX 360 or
PlayStation 3 gaming console
reports of packed stores and lines forming..."
were counting down to the
Tony Bartel | GameStop's executive VP of merchandising and marketing
release of the game, which
was set for Tuesday, Nov. 10.
"We were extremely pleased
Much to some gamers' surprise, ment stating that they would
the game arrived a little ear- wait until Nov. 10 to begin sell- by |the| customer response
lier than expected, which has ing the games, Canino said. to our 4,250 midnight launch
caused some controversy in The game was predicted to be a events," Tony Bartel, executive
huge hit, though, so GameStop vice president of merchandising
Bowling Green.
The GameStop store on Main pushed up the release date to and marketing, said in a stateStreet got the ball rolling when the weekend before Nov. 10, ment for GameStop. "We've
they unexpectedly began sell- which went against their con- received numerous reports of
packed stores and lines forming the game last weekend, tract, according to Canino.
But, representatives from ingaround blocks as customers
prior to the Nov. 10 release date.
Many people were excited to GameStop have a different side waited to pick up their games."
"If it was illegal, we probably
receive their games early, but to the story.
Hodges said the Bowling wouldn't be here right now,"
the employees of their competition store C&C Games, locat- Green store, along with others a Bowling Green GameStop
ed closer to campus on Wooster across the country, received worker said.
permission from Activision to
St., were less than enthused.
One thing the two stores can
According to owner of the sell the game early, and there agree with is the popularity of
Fremont C&C Games, Kevin was nothing illegal or contract- the game.
Canino, GameStop wrongly breakingabout what GameStop
Canino predicted the game
will beat the records previously
released the game, and it affect- did.
A statement from Chris set by Halo games, and Hodges
ed sales in their stores because
they were unable to sell it any Olivera, Vice President of said "each and every 'Call Of
Corporate Duty' has been better than the
earlier than Nov. 10 due to not GameStop's
having their supply yet. The Communications and Public previous."
The hot sales for a game rated
Bowling Green C&C Games Affairs, said, "GameStop made
decided not to comment for the the decision to break street for only mature audiences (for
dates and sell reserved copies blood, drug reference, intense
article.
Canino said that because ... in select markets where other violence and language) were
GameStop is a bigger com- retailers had broken street date. not a surprise either, said
"Our decision followed many Hodges.
pany, they get their supply of
"I liked the first one, so I
games directly from Activision. conversations with Activision
the company behind "Modern and was an effort to protect our thought I'd pick it up," Brendan
Coons said, who picked up
Warfare 2." The process of ship- customer base."
Hodges also said that a total a copy on Tuesday from
ping for C&C Games consists of
more steps since they get their of 4,250 stores that did not have GameStop. He said he hadn't
supply from a third party.
the chance to sell the game gotten any new games for a
Because they get their early had midnight release par- long time before Tuesday and
stock directly from Activision, ties in order to ensure fans got knew it was coming out, so he
made a trip to buy it.
GameStop had to sign an agree- their copies sooner.

ESSAYS

Essay 2: Bitten by the Travel
Bug by Kathleen Thomas

From Page 4

I come from a small town.
Ten thousand people, many
retired, who oppose building
a truck stop because they are
afraid that it will attract the
type of people who could hurt
their beloved town. I grew
up with kids who, because of
limited opportunities, only
learned history in a book, or
only saw bears in a zoo. But
ever since I was a child, I got to
experience these things firsthand by traveling.
When I was little, my family
vacationed everywhere from
the east coast to Canada to
California. All of these vacations opened my eyes. I saw
the Battle of Gettysburg reenacted on the original field: I
saw the somber changing of
the guard at the Tomb of the
Unknown Soldier; I interacted
with people in Quebec and got
my first taste of the French language; I hiked in Yellowstone
and saw bears in Yosemite;
and, everywhere I went, I saw
people of every size, shape,
color and background.
I am extremely grateful that
I got to travel as a child. My
interest in the history of the
United States and my ancestors was ignited while seeing
200-year-old towns on the east
coast. My love of animals and
nature was born from seeing
the beauties of the ancient
forests and mountains in the
western states. But, most
importantly, I believe that by
being exposed to so many different people, I have become

somehow failed to notice?
And I wondered. And I acted.
And I wrote.
I was 15 before I saw what
should have been obvious:
that despite all my questions
and worries, my reading and
writing and acting had made
my entire life about pretend
without my even realizing
it. 1 was not too old, and if I
planned my life right, I never
would be.
Six years later, my long-ago
best friend and I are in the
same field. She is teaching theatre to kids like her, who one
day decided that they were
too old. I am teaching theatre
to kids like me, who haven't
yet asked the questions that
haunted me for too long. She
wants to show her kids that
they can regain what they once
had. I want to show mine that
they never have to lose it.
I believe in imagination. I
believe that in issues of poverty, slavery, oppression, persecution and universal hardship, our ability to envision a
world different from our own
has been our saving grace in
the past and will be our salvation in the future. I believe that
the day we believe we are "too
old" is the day we as a civilization cease to move forward.
I am 21-years-old, and I
believe in the power of pretend.

more accepting of any culture
or religion.
Two years ago, I got the
opportunity to travel to France
with my high school. This
was possibly the wisest decision that I have ever made.
Not only was the trip the most
fun that I have ever had, but it
was also a valuable learning
experience. I was able to see
wonders like the Mona Lisa
and Mont Blanc, as well as the
Notre Dame, the Eiffel Tower
and the catacombs beneath
Paris. These are things that 1
would never have been able to
see by staying in Ohio. Also,
I was able to form my own
beliefs about the French people. All that I had ever heard
of the French was that they
were mean and conceited. I
am happy to say that I was
pleasantly surprised by how
open and accepting everyone
I met was to my entire tourist
group.
I believe that travel is one of
the most important experiences for people to have. Whether
it is going on a road trip across
the United States, studying
abroad, or touring the world,
travel opens your eyes to different people and cultures.
You become part of the global
community, bridging the gaps
between cultures. You grow as
a person and are often forced
to form new beliefs based on
truths you witness, not knowledge gained second-hand. I
am no longer just a girl from a
small town-I have been bitten
by the travel bug, and I hope
the itch never goes away.
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BG's bigs to lead the way after
men's team loses three seniors

Falcon women begin quest
for sixth straight MAC title
with Preseason WNIT games

Story by Scan Shapiro | A
Story by Andrew Harrier |Sports Editor
Last year, Otis Polk could get away
with only scoring in single digits.
But after BG graduated it's top three
scorers from a year ago, Polk and fellow seniors Marc Larson and Erik
Marshall will he expected to develop
an inside presence offensively.
"The coaches wanted me to step up
offensively, so that is what I've been
doing all summer," Polk said.
Polk's hard word off the court during the offseason has seen both he and
Larson enter camp 10 to 15 pounds
lighter then last season, which has
greatly improved BG's overall quickness at center.
The luxury of having two 6-foot-9

Last season, a weak nonconference schedule may have kept the
Falcon women's basketball team
from advancing to the NCAA
Tournament.
But the preseason favorites to
win the Mid-American Conference
Tournament likely will have a
much better argument for an atlarge bid to the Big Dance if they
are unable to come through in the
MAC at the end of the year.
While that is the end goal,
coach Curt Miller and his team
are focused in on one thing right
now: their first Preseason WNIT
game against Chicago State, which
begins tonight at 7:30 in Anderson

S« BIGS | Page 10
See WNIT | Page 10
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TAKEN DOWN: Tie Falcon defense, led by Kevin Alvarado (92). gang tackles Miami quarterback Zac Dysert last night during a 55-14 Falcon win The defense recorded six sacks and forced five turnovers in the game.

Falcon seniors get first win against Miami
Strong offense and defense lead Falcons
By Sean Shapiro

"It means a lot to

Assistant Sports Editor

OXFORD Freddie Barnes had
never beaten Miami.
During his redshlrt season,
Barnes watched his teammales
heat the Ritlllawks from the
sidelines, but he could never MORE FOOTBALL: As a Cincinnati
emulate that success until last native. senK* quarterback Tyler Sheehan had
a large fan base at last night's game, in which
night.
he and the seniors earned his fust victory
Barnes had three total touch- against the RedHawks | Page 9
downs and hauled in 10 passes
lor 109 yards in BG's 35-14 win out in the red zone," said senior
linebacker lerett Sanderson.
over Miami.
"It means a lot to beat the 'We got our offense back on the
Hedllawks," Barnes said. "A lot field and gave them another
olpeople who played at Bowling chance to score."
Green can't say t hat. That was on
When the defense did stop
our minds, and record-wise we Miami, either through a turnknew we had to get this result, over or a red-zone stop, senior
so this is huge in my book,"
quarterback Tyler Sheehan
Barnes scored on a 19-yard made the most of his chances.
end around 42 seconds into
After BG's special teams
the contest and later had two forced a fumble on the gamereceiving touchdowns, includ- opening kick return, Sheehan
ing a 59-yard screen pass where handed the ball off to Barnes
he broke a tackle and sped past and made a nice block to clear
four Miami defenders for the his wide receiver's path to the
score.
end zone.
While Barnes and the offense
"I got yelled at for thai,"
was (licking, lid's defense also Sheehan said. "The quarterback
played their part swarming coach told me to stay out of the
Miami's freshman quarterback way, but the guy had a chance to
Zac Dysert, forcing three inter- get Freddie so I figured I'd sacriceptions and picking up six fice myself for a touchdown."
sacks.
Barnes repaid the favor to
The defense also had their Sheehan in the second quarter,
first red-zone stand in Mid- as he took a short screen pass
American Conference play 59 yards for a score, giving BG
this season, as they held the a 14-7 lead.
Hedllawks out of the endzone
Following both first half
twice on four chances.
touchdowns, Miami was able to
"It feels good, to shut them get into the endzone on a pair of

beat the RedHawks.
A lot of people who
played at Bowling
Green can't say
that. That was on
our minds, and
record-wise we knew
we had to get this
result, so this is
huge in my book."
ii tes i btjniui
quarterback sneaks.
While it was tied at the half,
BG almost entered the break
with a touchdown lead after
Cody Basler returned an interception to the Miami 3-yard
line Following Basler's return,
Barnes was tackled at the 1-yard
line and tumbled into the end
zone for a touchback.
On replay, it seemed the ball
crossed the plain for a touchdown and the ground forced
the fumble, which by rule is
not a turnover. However, the
officials held up the ruling on
the field.
See REVENGE | Page 9

Notebook: Barnes continues stellar season
By Paul Barney
Reporter

OXFORD — "The Freddie
Barnes Show" was in full effect
last night in the Falcons' 35-14
win at Miami.
The Bilctnikoff semifinalist hauled in 10 catches for 109
yards and scored three touchdowns (one rushing), moving to
second in career receiving yards
and fifth in touchdown receptions on BG's all-time lists.
It has been a record-setting
season for Barnes, but it's more
a matter of getting the wins than
personal accolades.
"I'mallabout the team," Barnes
said. "Thai stuff is nice, but I'm
constantly trying to do better
so we can close out these close
games."
Barnes' three touchdowns
mark the fourth time this season
the senior widcout has scored
more than one touchdown.
Barnes had a 19-yard touchdown run on BG's second offensive play of the game, and his
second quarter 59-yard catch
and run was the team's longest
play from scrimmage this season.
Bullock earns his carries
Having only rushed the ball
once in the Falcons' previous
two games, senior Chris Bullock
had his number called 11 times
against the RedHawks and put
on the afterburners to rack up 82
yards and a touchdown.
Bullock averaged 7.5 yards per

CHRISTINAMCGINHIS
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BARN BURNER: Senior receiver Freddie Barnes (7) continued his stellar season with 10
receptions for 109 yards and two touchdowns. He also scored on a 19-yatd end around play
to open the scoring In the process. Barnes moved into second place on BG's all-time list for
career receiving yards

carry and had a couple long runs, the game out of reach for the
including a 24-yard burst.
RedHawks.
With the way Bullock had
Trickeration
been practicing in recent weeks,
coach Dave Clawson went with
The Falcons pulled a little
his senior late in the game and trickery in the third quarter,
loved the way he finished the with Tyler Sheehan handing
game running the ball.
the ball off to Willie Geter, who
"(Bullock) has practiced then flipped it to Barnes as he
very well the last three weeks," attempted a pass to a wide-open
Clawson said. "The last three Sheehan, who broke free down
weeks he really showed a the sideline.
However.Sheehanwasunable
renewed attention to detail. He
did a nice job of keeping the pin to reel in the pass and now has a
north and south and lowering greater appreciation for his wide
his shoulders."
receivers because of it.
Bullock led the Falcons in
See NOTES | Page 10
rushing, and his 13-yard touchdown with 2:06 remaining put

SCORING SUMMARY
Ant Quarter
14:18 - Freddie Bamr-r, 19-yard rush (Mart Nome kick) BG 7-0
136 - Itc Dyiet. 2-yard rush (Trevor Cook lick). 7-7
Second Quarter
12:19 • Berne* W-yerd pass from Tyler Sheehan (Noisic kick). BG 14-7
5Ce-Dysert, 1-yerd rush (Cook kick) 14-U
Third Qu»rt*r
:■•. - Bamej. 2-yird pun from Tytert Sheehan (Nor»ic kick) BG'il-14
SrOO - Willie Geter. 20-yard pass from Sheehsn (NorsK kick). BG 23-U
Fourth Quarter
2:06 - Ch.is Buttock, 15-yard rush (Norsk lick). BG 35-14

FALCONS vs. Wayne State
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 14 - 1:00pm
ANOERSON ARENA
BGSU opens the regular season at home hosting the Warriors.
Arrive early for a special pre-game ceremony commemorating
the Falcons' 2009 MAC Championship!
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Sheehan gets his revenge on Miami
By Stan Shapiro
Assistant Sports Editor
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FRIENDS AND FAMILY: BG quarterback Tyler Sheehan (tight), a Cincinnati native, celebtates with some of the fnends and family that
watched him lead the Fakons to a 35-14 win against Miami On Tuesday. Sheehan said he thought there would be about 200 of his friends
and family in attendance

of nerves and habit lead family members to sit in smaller
groups.
"Maybe a family reunion at
tailgating, hut not in here. In
here they all get nervous and
spread around to their own little spots," said Tyler's great aunt,
Karen Berter, who has been at
every game this season.
For Sheehan. the game was
even more memorable, as he
was able to beat Miami for the
first time in his career, a win
he called "one of the biggest" of

his career.
"It's always nice to be coming
home; for a lot ol guys this is an
away game, for me it's a home
game," Tyler said. "It's really
cool to play in front of people
you've grown up with. They've
gotten to watch me progress
throughout my career, and for
them to watch me play at the
highest level I am right now it's
really an honor."
Sheehan predicted earlier
this week that he'd have close
to 200 friends and family In the

EKOCHWU
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BLOCKED: BG senior Corey Domek spikes the ball into two Kent State defenders The
block didn't matter though, as BG downed the Flashes in five sets.

"This is definitely one of our
top wins of the season," Jackson
said. "This sends a message
across
the
IMid-American
Conference] we're not going
down without a fight and we
can beat anyone."
The momentum did not really
carry over from the first set for
BG as thev lost the second, 1725.
The team looked somewhat
lost out there, but thankfully for
them, it did not carry over into
the third set.
BG came out of the locker
room ready to play, easily beating the Golden Flashes 25-12 in

crowd, and after briefly scanning the crowd scattered with
his familiar No. 13, the quarterback felt the full force of his fan
support.
Unfortunately for Sheehan,
due to the team's travel plans he
only got about 30 minutes with
his family after the game. But
you can be sure his support will
be back in full force next Friday
when the BG hosts Akron.
"I can't thank my support base
enough,'' Tyler said. "I'm truly
blessed to have that situation."

the third set.
After the huge win in the
third, the Falconswereallsmiles
heading into the fourth. For the
most part, it was back and forth
the entire set. but Kent snuck
out a 28-26 hard-fought victory.
The tough loss in the fourth
set must have made the Falcons
pretty upset
They absolutely dismantled
Kent 15-3 in the final set of the
match, hittingan incredible .733.
At one point In the match, the
Falcons had an 11-1 lead. They
got on fire right away and never
came close to cooling off.
"We came out with the right

attitude in the final set," Jackson
said. "We knew how to beat
them."
Though Jackson led the way
for BG, she was not the only key
in the big win. Corey Domek had
a double-double with 23 kills
and 11 digs, Alex Zlabis posted
33 digs and Allison Kearney
added 60 assists.
Van De Walle couldn't have
been happier with the win.
"Tonight was great volleyball
on both sides of the net," she
said. "We put too much pressure on them at the net and they
folded. We got them out of their
system a few times.
Jackson thought the win came
at a perfect time.
"I definitely think we're peaking just in time for the tournament," she said.
Tomorrow, the Falcons will
finish off the regular season
when Ohio comes to Anderson
Arena for a 6 p.m. match.
The Bobcats (21-5, 13-1 MAC)
have lost a mere five MAC
matches in the past four seasons. With a win this weekend,
they will lock up the No. 1 seed
for the conference tournament.
Ohio ranks in the top 10 in
the country with 2.H7 blocks per
set. Fllen I lerman averages 4.63
kills per set, which ranks among
the top 10 in the nation while
Meghan Simmons' 1.34 blocks
per set rank in the top 25.

Falcon rugby gets playoff rematch against Ohio State
by a series of frustrating mistakes. Dropped balls were one
of BG's biggest problems as the
Buckeyes capitalized on these
mistakes. Kicking was another
issue in the previous matchup
that the Falcons have made a
priority in preparation for the
semi-final meeting between the
two rivals.
"List game, it wasn't that we
played bad, we just made some
critical mistakes," said coach
Tony Mazzarella. "Tactical kicking wasn't as crisp as it needed to be, it just came down to
execution. They capitalized on
some defensive errors and we
gave up parts of the field that we
shouldn't have given up."
But the Falcons have an ace
up their sleeve — two in fact.
Lock Tony Brown and prop

"For this game we need to come out
with great emotion and intensity and
everything will take care of itself."
DlUUie Miller, who both missed
the previous match against Ohio
State, will be ready to go this
week and will beet up the forward position that was lacking
without them.
Despite losing against Ohio
State two weeks ago, players
seem confident in their ability
to compete at the highest level.
"For this game we need to
come out with great emotion
and intensity and everything
will take care of itself," said wing
Rocco Matter.

Last week, Ohio State defeated
Northern Iowa 44-20 in the quarterfinals of the Midwest playoffs
and BG defeated Minnesota 3527.
"We can't go in there thinking
that if we fix mistakes against
Ohio State then we will win the
game," Mazzarella said. "We
need to be really good at the
things we were good at last game
and improve on the things we
struggled with. It's going to have
to be an all-around effort for 80
minutes."

REVENGE

sions.

From Page 8

ANDREA FEHl I 'HfBGNfWS
BULLDOZER: Chris Bullock (right) rushed for 82 yards and a touchdown in the BG's win.

SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid

Reporter

Some say that "revenge is a dish
best served cold." The BG rugby
team is looking to serve up a
meal of their own this weekend against Ohio State as they
face of the in the semifinals of
the Midwest Division I Premier
League Playoffs.
Ohio State ended the Falcons'
impressive regular season victory streak two weeks ago proving
that BG is not invincible after all.
The Buckeyes' defense shined as
BG had trouble getting anything
started offensively.
"We will see if they are really
better or if we just had an off
night," said club director Roger
Mazzarella.
Last time, BG was plagued
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Reporter
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Falcon grinds out five-set victory against Kent
When the volleyball match was
over last night, the players and
coaches were singing "Happy
Birthday" and eating cake to
celebrate assistant coach Rob
Frost's birthday.
It was no doubt a very happy
birthday for the assistant coach.
The Falcons celebrated in several ways as they beat Kent State
in five sets before a home crowd
at Anderson Arena.
Coach Denise Van De Walle
enjoys all the wins, but especially this one.
"They're all great," she said.
"But the fact that we struggled so
much with Kent State earlier in
the season and the fact they're
such a great team made this
one feel so wonderful. It was a
huge win."
The Falcons came out strong
in the first set, winning 25-17.
BG did a nice job holding onto
the lead in this set, something
they've struggled with a good
portion of the season. For the
majority of the set, the Falcons
lead.
Kaitlin Jackson, who had a
career-high 24 kills on the evening, hit an impressive .500 in
the first set to go along with her
seven kills.
She agreed with Van De Walle
on this being a huge victory.

5 2
9
1

OXFORD — Tyler Sheehan
wasn't the only person in Yager
Stadium wearing a No. 13 BG
jersey last night.
Scattered amongst the stands
were more then a dozen of
Sheehan's friends and relatives,
most wearing the same jersey
as the BG quarterback.
"1 think we have half of our
Sheehan clan here," said Tyler's
grandfather
Lee
Sheehan.
"They're all over the stadium
here."
While it isn't unusual for Tyler
to have a slew of supporters
— his parents have attended
every single game since his
sophomore season — Oxford
felt more like a home game, as
he grew up just 35 miles away
in Cincinnati.
"We go to every game like this,
no matter where they go," Lee
said. "But, I'll come here any
day. It's like a home game to us."
The proximity to his hometown also allowed many of
Tyler's high school teammates
to attend the contest, as their
former teammate impressed
throwing for 199 yards and
three touchdowns without an
interception.
While most of his family was
in attendance, they didn't all
sit together, as a combination

THEBGNEWS SUDOKU

Despite the disappointment
of not finishing at the end of
the first half, BG benefited from
strong defense, this time by
Mahone, who intercepted and
returned the ball to the 23-yard
line.
Five plays later, Barnes was
wide open for his third touchdown of the evening.
From then on it was the Falcon
defense who took control of the
game, only allowing 98 yards of
total offense and limiting Miami
to l-for-8 on third down conver-

"We got stops on defense," said
BG coach Dave Clawson. "In the
first half, they were converting
third downs, in the second half
they weren't. I think a lot of that
has to do with us getting after
them on first and second down,
so there was a lot more third and
longs."
Whilethe defense was bottling
up Miami, t he Falcon offense put
the game out of reach with a
|>air of scores. The first, a 20-yard
touchdown reception by junior
running back Willie Geter, and
then a late 13-yard run by senior
Chris Bullock with 2:06 remaining.
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Falcons add five basketball recruits
Five high school basketball — hlli.HI Halhill (Canfield
High School), Jill Stein (Tiffin
players signed National Letters
of Intent to play for the Falcons, Columbian High School) and
N'oelle Yoder (West Holmes
starting next season.
High School) to his squad yesMen'sbasketballcoach Louis
terday.
Orr announced the signings
"We are very excited aboul
of Craig Sealey (Brookhaven
our 2010 recruiting class."
High Schooll and Cameron
Miller said in a press release,
Black (Roosevelt High School)
"lillian. Mil and N'oelle arc outon Wednesday.
standing players, but more
"We are extremely pleased
importantly, they are highand excited to announce these
character young women thai
two new additions to our
excel in the classroom. All
Falcon family," Orr said in a
three have a chance to make
press release. "We are not only
an immediate impact both on
adding two very talented and
the court and in our commuhard-working basketball play
nity."
ers, but two high-character
Ilafhill is a 5-foot-6 guard
individuals from outstanding
from Canfield, who Miller said
families."
Sealey is a 6-foot-6, 200- the Falcons are "fortunate" to
poundforwardfrom Columbus, have landed because she was
so heavily recruited.
who Orr believes can help his
"lillian is an outstanding
team immediately.
point guard with excellent
"Craig is an explosive wing
leadership qualities on the
who is excellent at running
court."' Miller said. "She is a
the floor and finishing at the
rim," Orr said. "He is the ulti- talented three-point shooter
and will excel in our up-tempo
mate slasher and offensive
system."
rebounder and has as big an
Stein is a (i-foot-2 forward
upside as anyone in our profrom Clyde, who Miller said
gram. He is an improved
was a "steal" for the program
shooter and brings a ton of
because she wasn't highly
energy and athleticism to our
recruited.
team."
"lill is a skilled and versatileBlack is a 6-foot-10, 230post player,"' Miller said, "lill
pound forward/center from
has the strength to play witli
Kent,
her back to the basket but also
"Cameron gives us a very
has the outside range and ball
skilled and smart post player
handling to play at the power
with legitimate size to replace
forward position."
seniors Otis Polk. MarcYoder is a 5-foot-6 guard from
Larson, and F.rik Marschall,"
Millersburg, playing for one of
Orr said. "He has excellent
skills with the ball, is a pres- the most decorated high school
ence on the defensive end, programs in the state.
"Noelle is a warrior and a
and has a high It,) for the
game as he plays for an out- champion." Miller said. "She is
a natural off guard, but could
standing head coach in his
also play some point guard if
dad Cameron Black Sr."
called upon at BGSU. Noelle is
Women's basketball coach
a fantastic shooter but will also
Curt Miller announced the
attack off the dribble."
addition of three players
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Falcon seniors get first win against Miami
Strong offense and defense lead Falcons
By Scan Shapiro

OXFORD

"It means a lot to

I reddic Barnes had
Miami.
During hi-- redshirl season
ivaiched his teammates
beal ihe RcdMawks from the
MORE FOOTBALL
sidelines, bui he could nevei
.'er Sheehan had
emulate thai success until last
.
night.
..... ...
Barnes had three total touch• Page 9
downs and hauled in id passes
nut in the red /nne," said senior
MI 109 yards in Mi's 35-14 win
mi Miami.
linebacker lerett Sanderson.
Ii means a lot to beat the "We got our offense back on the
field and gave them another
HedHawks," Barnes said. A lol
cii pi ople who played al Bowling chance to score."
U hen the defense did stop
Greencan'tsaythai rhatwason
Miami, either through a turnour minds, ami record-wise we
knew we had to gel ihis result, over or a red-zone Stop, senior
so this is huge in mj book."
quarterback lyler Sheehan
made the most nl his chances.
Harm's scored on a 19-yard
end around 12 seconds into
\lier BG's special teams
the contest and later had two toned a tunihle on Ihe game
receiving toui hdowns, includ- opening kiek return, Sheehan
ing a
n pass where
handed Ihe hall oil to Harm's
and made a nice hloek In clear
in broke i tat kleand sped past
foui Miami defenders for the
his wide receiver's path to the
end /one
- ore.
While Barnes and the offense
I got yelled al lor that,"
was i In kin) B( I's defense also
sheehan said "Thequarterback
i il i pan swarming coach told me lo sia\ out of the
Miami's freshman quarterback u ay, hut i he guy had a chance lo
An 1 lysert, forcing three inter gei I reddic so i figured I'd sacriceptions and picking up six fice myself fora touchdown."
sacks.
Barnes repaid the lavor lo
The defense also had their sheehan in (he second quarter,
first red zone stand in Mid- as he took a short screen pass
\merii an t onference play 59 yards fbl a score, giving B(i
this scasoi as they held the a 14-7 lead.
tedHawks out ol the endzone
Following both first half
twice on foui i hances.
touchdowns, Miami was able to
Ii feels good, to shut them gei into the endzone on a pair ol
i'

II

beat the RedHawks.
A lot of people who
played at Bowling
Green can't say
that. That was on
our minds, and
record-wise we knew
we had to get this
result, so this is
huge in my book."
quarterback sneaks.
While it was tied at the half,
B(i almost entered the break
will) a touchdown lead alter
Cody Basler returned an interception to the Miami 3-yard
line, following Basler's return,
Barnes was tackled al the 1-yard
line and tumbled into the end
/iineloi a loin hback.
On replay, il seemed the hall
crossed the plain lor a touchdown and ihe ground forced
the fumble, which by rule is
not a turnover. However, the
officials held up the ruling on
I In-field.
See REVENGE | Page 9

Notebook: Barnes continues stellar season
By Paul Barney
Reporter

OXHIKD Ihe Freddie
Barnes Show" was in lull effect
last night in ihe Falcons' 35-14
win at Miami.
Ihe Biletnikoff semifinalis! hauled in 111 catches for 109
yards and scored three touchdowns (onerushing), moving to
second in career receiving yards
and fifth in touchdown recep
lions on lid's all-lime lists.
It has been a record selling
season lor Barnes, but it's more
a matter of getting the wins than
personal accolades.
Tin all about t he-team "Barnes
said. " That stuff is nice, hut I'm
constantly trying to do better
so we can close out these close
games."
Barnes three touchdowns
mark the fourth time this season
the senior wideoul has scored
more than one touchdown.
Barnes had a 19 yard touchdown run on BGssecond offensive play of the game, and his
second quarter 59-yard catch
and run was the team's longest
play from scrimmage lliis sea
son.
Bullock earns his carries
Having only rushed the ball
once in the Falcons' previous
I wo games, senior Chris Bullock
had his number called II limes
against the HedHawks and put
on the afterburners to rack up H2
yards and a touchdown.
Bullock averaged 7.5 yards per

BARN BURNER: Senior receiver Freddie Barnes (7) continued his stellar season with 10
receptions (or 109 yards and two touchdowns He also scored on a 19-yard end around play
to open ihe scoring. In the process. Barnes moved into second place on BG's all-time list lor
career receiving yards

carry and had a couple long runs,
including a 24-yard burst.
With the way Bullock had
been practicing in recent weeks,
coach Dave Clawson went with
his senior late in the game and
loved the way he finished the
game running the hall.
"IBullockl
has
practiced
very well the last three weeks."
Clawson said. "The last three
weeks he really showed a
renewed attention to detail, lie
did a nice job of keeping the pin
north and south and lowering
his shoulders."
Bullock led the falcons in
rushing, and his 13-yard touchdown with 2:06 remaining put

the game out of reach for the

HedHawks.
Trickeration
Ihe falcons pulled a little
trickery in the third quarter,
with lyler Sheehan handing
the ball off to Willie Geter, who
then flipped il to Barnes as he
attempted a pass to a wide-open
Sheehan, who broke free down
Ihe sideline.
I iowever, Sheehan was unable
lo reel in the pass and now has a
greater appreciation for his wide
receivers because of it.
See NOTES | Page 10

SCORING SUMMARY
First Quarter
14:18 - Freddie Barnes. 19-yard tush (Matt Norsic kick) BG 7-0
126 - Zac Dysert. 2-y»rd tush (Trevor Cook kick). 7-7

Second Quarter
12:19 - Barnes. 59-yard pass from Tyler Sheehan (Noisic kick). BG 14-7
S:08 - Dysert. 1-yard rush (Conk klcl) 14-14

Third Quarter
11.06 - Barnes. 2 yard pass trorn Tylert Sheehan

(NOISIC

kid) BG 2114

5:00 - Willie Geter, 20-yard pass trom Sheehan (Norsic kick) BG 28-14

Fourth Quarter
2.06 - Chris Bullock 15-yard rush (Norsic kick). BG 35-14

FALCONS vs. Wayne State
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 14 - 1:00pm
ANDERSON ARENA
BGSU opens the regular season at home hosting the Warriors.
Arrive early for a special pre-game ceremony commemorating
the Falcons' 2009 MAC Championship!
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Sheehan gets his revenge on Miami
By Scan Shapiro
Assistant Sports bditoi
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Scattered amongst the stands
were more then a dozen of
Shcehan's friends and relatives,
most wearing the same jersey
as the BGquarterback.
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"I think we have half ol our
Sheehan clan here.' said Tyler's
grandfather
l.ee
Sheehan.
"They're all over the stadium
here."

2

While it isn't unusual for Tyler

The proximity to his home
town also allowed many of
Tyler's high school teammates
to attend the contest, as their
former teammate impressed
throwing for 199 yards and
three touchdowns without an
interception.
While most of his family was
in attendance, they didn't all
sit together, as a combination

5
9

OXFORD
- Tyler Sheehan
wasn't the only person in Yager
Stadium wearing a No. 13 BG
jersey last night.

to have a slew of supporters
- his parents have attended
every single game since his
sophomore season — Oxford
lelt more like a home game, as
he grew tip just 35 miles away
in Cincinnati.
"We go to every game like this.
no matter where they go." Lee
said. "But. I'll come here any
day. It's like a home game to us."

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

6

8

'urn lead the Fal'

groups.
"Maybe a family reunion at
lailgating, hut not in here. In
here they all gel nervous and
spread around to their own lit
tie spots," said Tyler's great aunt,
Karen Better, who has been at
every game this season.
For Sheehan, the game was
even more memorable, as he
was able to heat Miami for the
first time in his career, a win
he called "oneol the biggest" ol

2

4

8

-icjht) ,i
, fit there would be about 200 of his friends

and family in attendance

of nerves and habit lead family members to sit in smaller

2

7

(HRISriNAMCCINHIS
FRIENDS AND FAMILY:

5

SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid

his career.
"It's always nice to be coming
home: tor a lot ol guys this is an
away game, lot me it's a home
game," Ivler said. "It's really
cool to play in front ol people
you've grown up with, rhey've
gotten to watch me progress
throughout my career, and for
them to watch me play at the
highest level I am right now it's
really an honor."
sheehan predicted earliei
this week that he'd have close
to 2IKI friends and family in the

crowd, ami alter briefly scanning tin' crowd scattered with
his familiar No. 13, the quarterhad fell the full force of his fan
support.
Unfortunately for Sheehan,
due to the team's travel plans he
onl\ got about 30 minutes with
his family alter the game. But
you can be sure his support will
be back in lull force next Friday
when the BG hosts.Akron.
"I can't l hank my support base
enough," lyler said. "I'm truly
hlesscd lo have i h.ii situation."

so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits I to 9There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
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Falcon grinds out five-set victory against Kent
By Chris Sojka

attitude in the final set," lackson
said. "We knew how to heat
them."
Though lackson led the way
for BG, she was not the only key

When the volleyball match was
over last night, the players and
coaches were singing "Happy
Birthday" and eating cake to
celebrate assistant coach Rob
l-rost's birthday.
It was no doubt a very happy

In the big win. Corey Domek had
a double double with 23 kills
and 11 digs, Alex /lahis posted
33 digs and \llison Kearney
added (id assists.
Van De Walle couldn't have
been happier with the win.
Tonight was great volleyball
on both sides ol the net." she
said. "We put too much pressure on them at the net and they
folded. We got them out of their
system a few times.

birthday for the assistant coach.
The falcons celebrated in several ways as they beat Kent State
in five sets before a home crowd
at Anderson Arena.
Coach Denise Van l)e Walle
enjoys all the wins, hut especially this one.
'They're all great," she said.
"Hut the fact that we struggled so
much With Kent Stale earlier in
the season and the lad they're
such a great team made this
one feel so wonderful. It was a
huge win."
The Falcons came out strong
in the first set, winning 25-17,
BG did a nice job holding onto
the lead in this set. something
they've Struggled with a good
portion of the season. I or the
majority of the set, the Falcons
lead.
Kaitlin Jackson, who had a
career-high 2-1 kills on the evening, hit an impressive .500 in
the first set lo go along w ith her

seven kills.
She agreed with Van l)e Walle
on this being a huge victory.

ENOCH WU

BLOCKED: BG senior Corey Domett spikes the ball into (v.
block didn't matter though, as BG downed the Flas' I
"This is definitely one of our
top wins nl the season." lackson
said. "This sends a message
across the
{Mid-American
Conferencel we're not going
down without a fight and we
can heat anyone."
The momentum did not really
carry over from the first set for
BCi as they lost the second. 1725.
The team looked somewhat
lost out there, but thankfully for
them, il did not carry over into

the third set.
IKi came out of the locker
room ready lo play, easily heal
Ing the Golden flashes 25-12 in

the third set,
Alter the huge win in the
third, the Falcons wereall smiles
heading into the fourth. For the
most pan. il was hack and forth
the entire set. hut Kent sniick
out a 28-26 bard-fought victory.
The tough loss in the fourth
set must have made the falcons
pretty upset.
They absolutely dismantled
Kent 15 i in the final set of the

match, hittingan incredible .733,
At one point in the match, the
Falcons had an ill lead. They
got on fire right away and never
came close lo cooling off.
"We came out with the right

lackson thought the win came
at a perfect time.
"I definitely think we're peak
ing just in time lor the tournament," she said.

Tomorrow, the Falcons will
finish off the regular season
when Ohio comes to Anderson
Arena for a (i p.m. match.

The Bobcats (21-5, 13-1 MAC)
have losl a mere live MAC
matches in the past four sea
sons. With a win this weekend,
they will lock up the No. I seed

for the conference tournament.
Ohio ranks in the top III in
the country with 2.M7 blocks per
set. Ellen I lertnan averages 4.63
kills per set. which ranks among
die top 10 in the nation while
Meghan Simmons' 1,34 blocks
per sel rank in the top 25.

Falcon rugby gets playoff rematch against Ohio State
By C J Wation
Reporter
Some say that "revenge is a dish
best served cold." The BG rugby
leant is looking to serve up a
meal of their own this week
end against Ohio State as they
face of the in the semifinals of
the Midwest Division I Premier
League Playoffs.
Ohio Stale ended the Falcons'
impressive regular season victory streak two weeks ago proving
that BG is not invincible after all.
The Buckeyes' defense shined as
HO had trouble getting anything
started offensively.
"We will sec if they are really
better or if we just had an off
night." said club director Roger
Mazzarella.
Last time, HG was plagued

by a series of frustrating mis
takes. Dropped balls were one
of BG's biggest problems as the
Buckeyes capitalized on these
mistakes. Kicking was another
issue in the previous matchup
thai the falcons have made ,i
priority in preparation for the
semi-final meeting between the
two rivals.
"Last game, il wasn't that we
played bad, we just made some
critical mistakes." said coach
Tony Mazzarella. "Tactical kick
ing wasn't as crisp as it needed to he, it jusl came down lo

execution. They capitalized on
some defensive errors and we
gave up parts of the field thai we
shouldn't have given up."
Hut the falcons have an ace
up their sleeve — two in fact
Lock Tony Brown and prop

"For this game we need to come out
with great emotion and intensity and
everything will take care of itself"
Duane Miller, who both missed

the previous match against Ohio
State, will he ready lo go this
week and will beef up the for
ward position thai was lacking
without them.
Despite losing against Ohio
State two weeks ago. players
seem confident in their ability
to compete at the highest level.
"Tor this game we need to
come out with great emotion
and intensity and everything
will take care ol itself." said wing
llocco Mauer.

REVENGE
From Page 8
Despite the disappointment
of not finishing at the end of
the first half, HG benefited from
sirong defense, this time by
Mahonc. who intercepted and
returned the ball to the 23-yard
line.
Live plays later. Barnes was
wide open for his third touch

downed the evening.

ANDREAFfHl
BULLDOZER: Chris Bullock (right) lushed lor 82 yards and a touchdown in the BG's mm

From then on it was the falcon
defense who took control ol the
game, onh allowing MB yards of
total offense and limiting Miami
to I for-II on third clown conver-

Last week. ()hio stale defeated
Northern Iowa 44-20 in the quarterfinals of the Midwest playoffs

and HG defeated Minnesota 3527.
"We can't go in there thinking
thai if we fix mistakes against
Ohio Stale then we will win the
game," Mazzarella said. "We
need lo be really good at the

things we were good at last game
and improve on the ihings we

struggled with, It's going to have
to be an all-around effort for HO
minutes."

Falcons add five bash
Five high school basketball
players signed National letters
ol Intent to play lot the falcons,
starting next season.
Men'sbasketballcoach I ouis
Orr announced the signings
ol Craig Sealev ilirookhaven
High School] and Cameron
Black I Roosevelt High School)
on Wednesday.
"We are extremely pleased
and excited lo announce these
two new additions to out
Falcon family orr said in a
press release. 'We are not only
adding two very talented and
hardworking basketball play
ets. hut two high-character
individuals from outstanding
families."
Sealey is a 6-foot-6, 2111)

poundforwardfromColumbus,
who Orr believes can help his
team immediately.
"Craig is an explosive wing
who is excellent al running
the floor and finishing al the
rim," Orr said. "He is the ultimate slasher and offensive
rebounder and has as big an
upside as anyone in our pro
grain. He is an improved
shooter and brings a Ion ol
energy and athleticism to our
team.'
Black is a (.-loot 10. 230
pound forward center from
Kent.
Cameron gi\cs us a very
skilled and smart post player

with legitimate size to replace
seniors Otis Polk.
Marc
Larson, and Erik Marschall."
Orr said. "He has excellent
skills with the ball, is a pres
ence on the defensive end.
and has a high IQ for the
game as he plays for an out
standing head coach in his
dad Cameron Black Sr."
Women's basketball coach
Curt Miller announced lite
addition of three players

recruits

- lillian Halhill [( anfield
High School), lill Stem | Tiffin
Columbian High School and
Noelle Voder Wesi Holmes
High School to Ins squad yesterday,
"We ate vci v excited about
our 2010 recruiting da".
Miller s.iid in a press release,
"lillian, lill and Noelle arc mil
standing players, Inn more
importantly, thej are high
character young women thai
excel iii the classroom. \l
three have a chainc to make
an immediate impact both mi
the court and in our community."
Halhill i- a 5 fool 6 guard
from ('anfield. who Miller said
the Falcons are "fortunate" to
have landed be. ause she was
so heavily tec tuned.
"lillian is an outstanding
point guard with excellent
leadership qualities on the
court. Millet said
She i- ,i

talented three-point shootet
and w ill excel in our up-tempo
system."
stein is a 6 foot-2 forward
from Clyde, who Millet said
was a Meal fot ihe program
because -.lie wasn't highly
recruited.
"lill is a skilled and versatile
post player," Millet said. Mil
lias the strength to play with
her back to the basket bin also
has the outside range ami lull
handling to play at the powei
forward position."
Voder is ,i S-foot-6 guard from
Millershuig. plaving lot one of
the most decorated high school
programs in the state.
"Noelle is a warrior ami ,1
champion, Millet said "She i~
a natural oil guard, bin could
also plav sume point guard if
called uponat BGSU, Noelle is
a fantastic shooter bin will also
attack off the dribble."

Bentwood Estates Ltd.

-$o-

NO MONEY DOWN
when you sign a 12 month lease
starting in May 2010

sions.
"We gol stops on defense," said
HG coach Dave Clawson. "In the
first half, they were converting
third downs, in the second half
they weren't. I think a lot of thai
has lo do with us getting after
them on first and second down,
so t here was a lol mote third and
longs."

While the defense was bottling
up Miami, the falcon offense put
the game out of reach with a
pairof scores. The first, a 20-yard
touchdown reception by junior
running hack Willie Geler. and
then a late 13-yard run by senior
Chris Bullock with 2:0(1 remaining.

ONLY $ 1,050°°/mo. + util.
Amenities: washer /dryer
microwave
gas log fireplace
I car garage
walk In closets
large yard

Ca(( ^fd^au
•oiler valid until 11/25/09
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Women's cross country team looks to
improve on MAC Championship finish
By Brad Frank

ENOCHWU

■- Joulaii Samuels-Thomas has been a bright spot foi the snuggling Falcons with three goals and three assists

BRIGHT SPOT:

At 0-7-1, BG hockey nearing
school record winless streak
By Paul Barney
Reporter

"I would be a lot more frustrated if I didn't

With a 0-7-1 mark to start the
season, the B(i hockey team has
tied the 1981-82 team for the
longest winless streak to begin
.1 season.
The Falcons will look to avoid
rewriting the record hooks
as they host No. f) Alaska this

weekend foraCentral Collegiate
Ilockey Association matchup.
I lie tun game series begins
lonighl at 7:1)."! followed by the
series finale tomorrow at 7:35
p.m.
Ihe Falcons and Nanooks
played to a series split a year
ago in which goaltenders limmy
Spratl and Chad Johnson
exchanged shutouts.
Alaska (till. 3-1-0 CCHA1
is i)-:s-l against BG in the last
1(1 meetings with neither team
completing a weekend sweep
since Feb. 10-11,2006.
Ihe Nanooks won that battle, and il the Falcons want to
return the favor they ate going
to have to get through tough
defensive zone coverage.
"Alaska's been a very good
hockey team this year," said

think the guys were giving it their all or if
they were to ever pack it in early in a game."
"si Coach
right now we're falling in the
first-year
coach
Dennis
short end."
Williams. "They don't let up a
liven though the Falcons
lot of shots and they don't let up
have endured a rough start to
a lot of goals, so we have to do a
the season, freshman lordan
really good job of finding pucks
Samuels Thomas is beginning
through to their goalie."
to look more and more comfortFinding pucks through the
goalie has been hard to come able every minute he plays.
Through eight games this
by for the falcons this season,
scoring just 13 goals and con- season. Samuels-Thomas has
verting on only 4-of-SO power racked up three goals and three
assists, with the goals coming
play opportunities.
in his last four games.
Despite the outcomes, BG's
knack for scoring late third peri- . Samuels-Thomas leads the
od goals shows a lot about their team with six points and is only
character and understanding of going to get better as the season
progresses.
playing a full til) minutes.
"lordan. offensively, has been
"I'm not frustrated because
the effort's there.'' Williams very dynamic," Williams said.
said. I would be a lot more "He has a knack around the net
and he scores his goals by going
frustrated il I didn't think the
guys were giving it their all or to the net, and that's the bigif they were to ever pack il in gest thing. I still see him being
early in a game. We dress and a huge contributor throughout
we go out there to win hockey the year and being a focal point
games, and it's unfortunate
on our power play."

"We're excited to be one of the 16

WNIT

teams invited the Preseason WNIT.

From Page 7
Arena.
' ll'sa prestigious tournament to
be invited to." Miller said. "We're
excited to be one of the Iti teams
invited the Preseason WMT. I'm
excited about it being a home
game. It's a credit to our crowd
and our support throughout the
years."
Ml is guaranteed to play three
games in the tournament and
will play at the winner of No. 3
Ohio State-Eastern Illinois if
the) beat Chicago State — which
Millet said is no easy task.
"Chicago Stale is a very underrated team; a team that returns
most of the players from one of
their best seasons in school bis
lory." he said. ,
The Cougars — formerly an
independent - are coming off
back-to-back 16-13 seasons and
return four starters from last season's team, as they start the inaugural season of the Great West

I'm excited about it being a home game.
It's a credit to our crowd and our
support throughout the years."
Cutt Millet I Coach

While he didn't make a clear
distinction on whether or not
Prochaska would start tonight.
Miller did make it clear she would
be a big factor in the game.
"She's certainly not ItK) percent.
1 ler conditioning is not back at
100 percent," Miller said. "We're
still counting on her to be our
leader and go-to player offensively. She |also| has to become our
defensive stopper now."
Prochaska scored nine points,
dished outthree assists and had a
steal against Findlay.
She knows she will be looked
on tonight alter leading the
Conference.
team in scoring 117.3 p|>g) and
BG, meanwhile, returns three rebou tiding (6.5 rpg) last season
starters and welcomes two trans- hut is more worried about using
fers to the court as they begin
her leadership to put everyone on
their journey to besting their 29-5 the team in the right mentality for
record from last season in hopes the game.
of making the NCAA Tournament
"It's going to be a tough
alter settling for the Postseason
matchup right from the beginW'.M'l the past two seasons.
ning." Prochaska said. "We have
Heigning MAC Player of the to get in the mindset that we can
War Lauren Prochaska — who play with anybody."
With Ihe two new transfers
did not start in the team's exhibition win against Findlay. instead — senior Tamika Nurse (Oregon)
playing Hi minutes off (he bench and junior Maggie llennegan (St.
— no longer has the flu and mono Louisl — expected to start for the
but still has some catching up to Falcons, BG's returners will have
do before she is back to her nor- to quickly adjust to their styles of
play as well.
mal strength.

lunior point guard Tracy
Pontius said figuring out their
timing is more important than
wins or losses at this point.
"Even if we win or lose, it will
help to play games early on in the
season and get to know how we
play off each other." Pontius said.
The transfers 111 in well against
Findlay, as llennegan netted a
double-double (14 points, 12
rebounds) and Nurse added 14
points and three steals.
It's also important for the
Falcons to gel wins those, as these
games will help boost their RPI
al season's end and boosl their
confidence before the conference
season — even though it doesn't
starl until lanuary.
The WNIT' Igivesl us games
lo prepare for Ihe strong conference games and those are big RPI
games as well," Nurse said.
But for Miller, he just wants
the team to focus on the task at
hand, letting the future come to
ihem as it comes, even if il is a
potential matchup against the
Buckeyes.
"It's out there on the horizon.
Obviously it looms," Miller said.
"We can't worry about the next
opponent until we get through
t he Friday game, win or lose."

Who is Chicago State?

Sometimes moving forward is
the best thing to da
Wanting to escape from the
disappointing seventh-place
finish at the Mid-American
Conference Championships,
the BG women's cross country team will look lo rebound
tomorrow at Ihe <SK Great Ukes
Region Meet. The top two
teams and top four individuals
al the meet will advance to the
national championships later
this month.
"The women have had a very
strong season, winning against
HO percent of the teams we have
raced Ihis season, so they have
shown their ability as a team,
and the goal is to have a strong
learn effort this final meet to
finish off the season the way
they deserve to finish it," said
coach Cam! Wells. "I he conference meet is over, and we are
not looking back but focusing
on the future and lusingl that
meet lo serve as extra motivation this weekend."
BG enters Ihe race amid a
very strong field. Five MAC
schools rank in the lop 15 in

indtvi
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A yssa Wa'don c-

.'. ,;on- were named to the Preseov

rst Team. Calia Desroches was named to the Seccnc learn and Fesia Beckel aid Elana Wroten were
'

By Brad Frank
Reporter
The BG men's cross country
learn will not record a team
score tomorrow al the Great
Lakes Region Meel because
their fifth runner is suffering
an illness.
Chris Moody, lason Salver,
johnstone Kirui, and Ben
Leininger will be Ihe four
Falcons lo race tomorrow, but
Jesse Smuda will not participate. As a result, BG will record
tour individual finishes but not
a team score, as five runners are
needed lo place as a learn.
After BG finished last at the
Mid-American
Conference
Championships earlier this
month, coach Cami Wells
said she had lo make a decision whether to bring Ihe entire
team or certain individuals to
the regional meet
Wells was happy with the
improvement the rest of the
team made this season hut felt
that certain runners were more
suited for the type of competition at Ihe regional meet.

BIGS
From Page 7
centers with an improved fitness level will allow coach
Louis Orr to push the tempo
offensively thanks to his team's
depth, as his roster also has
four other players taller than
6-foot-6.
"I definitely think we are
I ready for the challenge|. We've
pul in a lol of work in the off
season," Larson said. "Weight
lifting, open gyms, conditioning, pulling shois up in the gym.
It's been a long, tiring process,
but we've putt he work in I he off
season so that we'll be ready for
the season."
In addition to the oii-courl
contributions expected from
the trio of seniors. Orr is also
expecting them lo help lead a
young team, which has eight
underclassmen.
"I think our seniors and loe
llakubowskil have lead in the
preseason," Orr said, "lust with
their work ethic. I love their
approach. They've made it a nomaintenance team."
This will be all on display
for ihe first time tomorrow,
when BG hosts Wayne Stale al

:: a 2-2 reco-d agamst Mid-Ameii!an Conference schools, which was the second
- independent
■ ig four players - both Waldon sisters. Wroten and Jael Pens - who
■oches - who were both given preseason honors by the
.

, 'Waldon netted 77 three-pointers last season as a power forward, and her sister returns from

. -«nt three-point threat
• •

NOTES
From Page 8

■

./08. Chicago State lost 80 50 at Anderson Arena, and in 20O6-O7. the Falcons won 72-'.5

ed out the Waldon sisters. Pena. Beclel and Laureen Pieison as starters m an 85-75 exhibition win against Saint

"I told everybody I'm a blocking quarterback not a catching
quarterback," Sheehan said,
smiling. "Hopefully they can
get over it fast."
Sheehan's block he mentioned came early in the contest, when he helped complete a
different type of trick play when
he helped lead Barnes for his 19yard touchdown run.

Ill take that
BG forced five Miami turn-

I

I

Vft
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Led (lie team at
Reqionalsher
freshman year

the region. Kent Stale, which is
ranked 1 fith in the region, has
finished higher than BG twice
out of three races this season.
BG won the Falcon Invite last

month, with the Golden Flashes
finishing second.
In 2007. the Falcons finished
21st at the regional meet, and
last season, BG improved six
spols to 15th. This season Wells
believes improving again will
be quite a challenge, considering the strength of the field.
"We lost three of our top five
runners from last year to graduation this season, so for us to
shoot to replicate the top 15
finish from last year is a good
goal for ihe team." she said. "We
know lhal it will lake a full team
effort but we also know we can
race successfully against Kent
Stale and the rest of the teams
ranked in the top 15 and put
ourselves in a position to finish
well in Ihe region."

Cami
Wells
R^ epH Coach hopes
■ t"'J m team can rail)
m
M together

The top 15 features six Big
Ten learns — including No. 1
Michigan — and MAC champion Miami, which is Ihe highest ranked conference school
at No. 7.
Heather Conger. Abby Koch.
Carly Wells, Andrea Pereira de
Almeida. Sally (Candle, Ashley
Fischer, and Barbara Powers
will be the seven Falcons lo
compete tomorrow. Fischer.
Pereira de Almeida, and Wells
all raced last vear in ihe regional meet. In 2006, Wells led BG
at the regional meet as a freshman, becoming the highest lin
isher for BG since 2000.
With some experience, good
depth, and a healthy learn

heading into the race, BG Is wel Iprepared to move forward with
another solid race tomorrow.
The Falcons begin running
al 1:15 p.m., and the meet will
be held at Indiana University in
Bloominglon, hid.

en's cross country to run as individuals
at Reqionals after Smuda suffers illness

• of the Great West Conference, which is in its inaugural season and includes the following teams: North
. i ••■;. Texas Pan Anw can. Houston Baptist and NJIT CSU was selected to finish second in the

Carlv
Wells

P5

^flftkr

^Hl^ft
Sufferina from
illness and will not
race tomorrow

"The men racing Itomorrow)
have trained and raced consistently, and they have earned the
right to compete at this meet,"
Wells said. "We will use Ihis
regional meet to gain valuable
experience for ihe future."
Ihe team's biggest accomplishment this season was
being consistent, Wells said.
"The way they have stepped
up as a team to really be much
more consistent in practice
and made progress in their
team racing." she said. "We still
have a ways lo go lo reach our
ultimate goals, hut I am very
pleased with the progress they
have made as a learn."
The meel tomorrow will be
the men's first 10K of Ihe season.
Wells said there are some added
challenges with the longer race.
"It is a different race than the

P"* l*vf
ja- Jj T
.
'f

Chris
Moody
Has led the
Falcons in every
race this season

8K; it requires even more commitment to proper pacing and
more focus and endurance to
succeed." she said.
The team has run BK races
all season with the exception
of the 5K dual meet at Toledo in
early September.
Four MAC schools are ranked
in the top 15 in the region,
including the conference
champion, Kent Slate, which is
ranked ninth.
BG will be facing tough competition tomorrow in yet another talented field.
"The field is a high quality
field featuring many learns we
have raced against this season
as well as several that we have
not seen yet," Wells said.
The meet begins at noon in
Bloominglon. hid., hosted by
Indiana University.

"I think our seniors and Joe [Jakubowski]
have lead in the preseason. Just with their
work ethic, I love their approach. They've
made it a no-maintenance team."
Louis Ort I Coach
extremities, but we do have four
Anderson Arena at 1 p.m.
If last year is any indication, senior captains on ihe rosier,"
the contest with Wayne State Orr said.
should be a relatively easy start
Whilenotasenior.Iakubowski
for the season, after BG domi- — a junior — will also be expectnated the contest last season ed to lead the team as well as
handling duties as the team's
80-48.
Even though the Wayne State primary ball handler.
Last season the point guard
game seems to be a relatively
easy matchup. BG's schedule averaged 7.7 points a game and
picks up and is loaded with road 3.48 assists, but that was with
games in the nonconference a stronger shooting team from
schedule.
the perimeter. This season,
Of their 12 nonconfer- lakubowski will be expected
ence game, seven are on the to create more for himself, and
road, including a stretch of five even more importantly distribstraight road contests in early ute the ball to BG's wealth of
big men.
December.
That heavy dose of road
If that can happen. BG can
games will also lest the leader- prove lo be more like Ihe learn
ship qualities of Orr's seniors, that won the Mid-American
who will be expected lo help Conference regular season title
a young learn gel used lo the last year rather then finishing
extraneous schedule.
fifth in the division like they
"Sometimes, you gel pieces of were in the MAG preseason
your schedule that have some poll.

a

p.j.
Ms-hone
Had a fumble
recovery and an
interception

overs—threcinierceptionsand
two fumble recoveries.
Senior linebackers Jeretl
Sanderson and Cody Basler
each recorded interceptions
for the Falcons, with returns of
11 yards and 50 yards, respectively.
Senior safety P.|. Mahone
recovered a fumble on the

Matt
Norsk
Missed two field
goals against the
RedHawks

opening kickoff and later added
an interception of his own.
Missing the uprights
Senior kicker Matt Norsic was
a perfect 5-for-5 on extra points
but missed his two field goals,
with a block from 34-yards and
a miss from 37-yards, respectively.
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DC sniper's ex-wife,
children cope with
execution

CIA said to have won
turf war against intel
chief

Gates: Obama picking best ideas among
many options

WASHINGTON (AP)- One
of snipei mastermind John Allen
Muhammad s ex-wives says it was
very difficult to watch her children
grieve as their father was executed.

WASHINGTON-The CIA has
won a monthslong turf battle over
its boss, the Office of the Director
of National Intelligence, assuring the
primacy of CIA personnel over U.S.
intelligence operations around the
world

WASHINGTON - Defense
Secretary Robert Gates said yesterday that President Barack Obama
wants to take the best elements from
several options for the next steps in
Afghanistan.

Mildred Muhammad told The
Associated Press yesterday that
she and her three teenage children
watched in complete silence at their
Maryland home Tuesday as he was
put to death in Virginia. She says
they asked to see their father but he
did not meet with them.
Mildred Muhammad maintains
she was the real target of the 2002
sniper attacks that killed 10 in the
Washington. DC. region. Her exhusband was executed for killing
Dean Harold Meyers at a gas station
during the spree that terrorized
Maryland. Virginia and Washington.
DC, over a three-week period
His funeral is scheduled next week
in Baton Rouge. La.

CIA Director Leon Panetta and
National Intelligence Director Dennis
Blair squared off in May over Blairs
effort to choose his own representative at US embassies to be his personal eyes and ears abroad, instead
of relying on CIA station chiefs. Blair
issued a directive in May declaring
his intention to select his own representatives overseas Panetta followed
up shortly thereafter with a note telling agency employees that station
chiefs were still in charge.
The dispute made it all the way to
national security adviser Gen James
L Jones.
-Pamela Hess (AP)

Gates told reporters that the
decision is near on whether to add
more U.S. forces to the 8-year-old
war. Speaking to reporters accompanying him on a domestic trip, he
said Obama did not choose any
of the specific options laid out for
him at a White House meeting on
Wednesday Instead Gates said that
Obama wants to select the best
ideas from among many presented.
At issue is how fully to answer
Obama's war commander, who wants
about 40.000additional US forces
and a reworked strategy. Gates
would not spell out details of the
four options presented Wednesday.
nor what he thinks represent the correct approach
-Anne Gearan (AP)

Fort Hood shooting suspects superiors
questioned behavior before rampage
By Brett J. Blackledga
andRichard Lardnar
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON— Nidal Malik
Hasan's overly zealous religious views and strange
behavior worried the doctors
overseeing his medical training, but they saw no evidence
that he was violent or a threat.
Months later, the Army major
is accused of a shooting rampage
at Tort Hood, Texas, that left 13
dead and 29 wounded.
Doctors and staff overseeing
Hasan's training viewed him
at times as belligerent, defensive and argumentative in his
frequent discussions of his
Muslim faith, a military official familiar with several group
discussions about Hasan said.
The official was not authorized

Nidal Malik

W«*

Hasan
Suspect in the
Fort Hood
shooting

to speak publicly about the meetings and spoke on condition of
anonymity.
Hasan was characterized in
meetings as a mediocre student and lazy worker, a matter of concern among the doctors and staff at Walter Reed
Army Medical Center and the
Uniformed Services University
of the Health Sciences, a military
medical school in Bcthesda, Md,
the official said.
The concerns about Hasan's
performance and religious
views were shared with other

military officials considering
his assignment after he finished his medical training, and
the consensus was to send the
39-year-old psychiatrist to Fort
Hood, the official said.
Fort Hood, one of the country's
largest military installations, was
considered the best assignment
for Hasan because other doctors
could handle the workload if he
continued to perform poorly and
his superiors could document
any continued behavior problems, the official said.
Hasan repeatedly referred to his
strong religious views in discussions with classmates, his superiors and even in his research
work, the official said. His behavior, while at times perceived as
intense and combative, was not
unlike the zeal of others with
strong religious views.

Obama said to want revised Afghanistan options
By Anna Gaaran and Ban Feller
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON—
President
Barack Obama rejected the
Afghanistan war options before
him and asked for revisions, his
defense secretary said yesterday, after the U.S. ambassador
in Kabul argued that a significant U.S. troop increase would
only prop up a weak, corruptiontainted government.
Obama's ambassador, Karl
Eikenberry, who is also a former
commander in Afghanistan,
twice in the last week voiced
strong dissent against sending
large numbers of new forces,
according to an administration
official. That puts him at odds
with the current war commander, Gen. Stanley McChrystal,
who is seeking thousands more
troops.
Eikenberry's
misgivings,
expressed in classified cables to
Washington, highlight admin-

istration concerns that bolstering the American presence in
Afghanistan could make the
country more reliant on the U.S.,
not less. He expressed his objections just ahead of Obama's latest war meeting Wednesday.
At the war council meeting,
Obama asked for changes in the
four options he was given that
could alter the dynamic of both
how many additional troops are
sent to Afghanistan and theirtimeline in the war zone.
Defense Secretary Robert
Gates said the discussion turned
on "how can we combine some
of the best features of several of
the options to maximum good
effect." He added: "There is a
little more work to do. I do think
that we're getting toward the end
of this process."
One issue in the discussions,
Gates said, has been "How do we
signal resolve and at the same
time signal to I he Afghans and the
American people that this isn't an
open-ended commitment."

The president wants to clarify pp
how and when US. troops would
turn over responsibility to the
Afghan government, said another
official who spoke on condition of
anonymity discuss administration
(liberations.
Meanwhile, Richard C.
Holbrooke, Obama's special representative for Afghanistan and
Pakistan, left late Wednesday
for consultations with allies in
Berlin, Parisand Moscow. British
officials also are expected at
some point to join the talks, part
of a continuing effort to coordinate with allies, brief them on
Obama's strategy review and
discuss what more they might
contribute in Afghanistan.
The developments underscore
U.S. skepticism about the leadership of Afghan President Hamid
Karzai, whose government has
been dogged by corruption. The
emerging administration message is that Obama will not do
anything to lock in an openended U.S. commitment.
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FurnMMd or unfurrriehed
Washer and Dryer
Sarbage disposal, dishwasher
Largeyards
1 and 2 car garages
Full fcueme.
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»
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Air conditioning
Gas log Jlreptoee*
1-2 blocks from campus
May or August leases »«HiMi
Microwave*
Walk In closets
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Women's cross country team looks to
improve on MAC Championship finish
Carly

By Brad Frank
Reporter

ENOCHWU I THEMNEWS
BRIGHT SPOT: Freshman Jordan Samuels-Thomas has been a bright spot for the struggling Fakons with three goals and three assists.

At 0-7-1, BG hockey nearing
school record winless streak
By Paul Barmy
Reporter

"I would be a lot more frustrated if I didn't
think the guys were giving it their all or if

With a 0-7-1 mark to start the
season, the BG hockey team has they were to ever pack it in early in a game."
tied the 1981-82 team for the
longest winless streak to begin
Dennis Williams I Coach
a season.
Dennis right now we're falling in the
The Falcons will look to avoid first-year coach
rewriting the record books Williams. "They don't let up a short end."
Even though the Falcons
«s they host No. 9 Alaska this lot of shots and they don't let up
weekend for a Central Collegiate a lot of goals, so we have to do a have endured a rough start to
really good job of finding pucks the season, freshman Jordan
llockex Association man Imp.
Samuels-Thomas is beginning
The two-game series begins through to their goalie."
Finding pucks through the to look more and more comforttonight at 7:05 followed by the
series finale tomorrow at 7:35 goalie has been hard to come able every minute he plays.
Through eight games this
by for the Falcons this season,
p.m.
The Falcons and Nanooks scoring just 13 goals and con- season, Samuels-Thomas has
played to a series split a year verting on only 4-of-50 power racked up three goals and three
assists, with the goals coming
ago in which goaltenders limmy play opportunities.
Despite the outcomes, BG's in his last four games.
Spratt and Chad lohnson
knack for scoring late third peri- . Samuels-Thomas leads the
exchanged shutouts.
Alaska (6-1-1, 3-1-0 CCHA1 od goals shows a lot about their team with six points and is only
is 6-3-1 against BG in the last character and understanding of going to get better as the season
progresses.
10 meetings with neither team playing a full 60 minutes.
"lordan, offensively, has been
"I'm not frustrated because
completing a weekend sweep
the effort's there," Williams very dynamic," Williams said.
since Feb. 10-11,2006.
The Nanooks won that bat- said. "I would be a lot more "He has a knack around the net
tle, and if the Falcons want to frustrated if I didn't think the and he scores his goals by going
return the favor they are going guys were giving it their all or to the net, and that's the bigto have to get through tough if they were to ever pack it in gest thing. I still see him being
early in a game. We dress and a huge contributor throughout
defensive zone coverage.
: "Alaska's been a very good we go out there to win hockey the year and being a focal point
;hockey team this year," said games, and it's unfortunate on our power play."

"We're excited to be one of the 16

WNIT

teams invited the Preseason WNIT.

- From Page 7
tArena.

"It'sa prestigious tournament to
be invited to," Miller said. "We're
excited to be one of the 16 teams
invited the Preseason WNIT. I'm
excited about it being a home
game. It's a credit to our crowd
and our support throughout the
years."
BCi is guaranteed to play three
games in the tournament and
will play at the winner of No. 3
Ohio State-Eastern Illinois if
Ihey beat Chicago State — which
Miller said is no easy task.
"Chicago State is a very underrated team; a team that returns
most of the players from one of
their best seasons in school his: tory." he said.,
The Cougars — formerly an
independent — are coming off
'back-to-back 16-13 seasons and
return four starters from last season's team, as they start the inaugural season of the Great West
Conference.
BG, meanwhile, returns three
• starters and welcomes two transfers to the court as they begin
Obeli journey to besting their 29-5
Hecord from last season in hopes
' ofmakingtheNCAATournament
alter settling for the Postseason
WNIT the past two seasons.
Reigning MAC Player of the
.Year Lauren Prochaska — who
: did not start in the team's exhibition win against Findlay, instead
I playing 16 minutes off the bench
— no longer has the flu and mono
. but still has some catching up to
do before she is back to her normal strength.

I'm excited about it being a home game.
It's a credit to our crowd and our
support throughout the years."
Curt Millet I Coach
While he didn't make a clear
distinction on whether or not
Prochaska would start tonight,
Miller did make it clear she would
be a big factor in the game.
"She's certainly not 100 percent.
Her conditioning is not back at
100 percent," Miller said. "We're
still counting on her to l>e our
leader and go-to player offensively. She lalso] has to become our
defensive stopper now,"
Prochaska scored nine points,
dished out three assists and had a
steal against Findlay.
She knows she will be looked
on tonight after leading the
team in scoring (17.3 ppg) and
rebounding (6.5 rpg) last season
but is more worried about using
her leadership to put everyone on
the team in the right mentality for
the game.
"It's going to be a tough
matchup right from the beginning," Prochaska said. "We have
to get in the mindset that we can
play with anybody."
With the two new transfers
— senior Tamika Nurse (Oregon)
and junior Maggie Hennegan (St.
Louis) — expected to start for the
Falcons, BG's returners will have
to quickly adjust to their styles of
play as well.

lunior point guard Tracy
Pontius said figuring out their
timing is more important than
wins or losses at this point.
"Even if we win or lose, it will
help to play games eariy on in the
season and get to know how we
play off each other," Pontius said.
The transfers fit in well against
Findlay, as Hennegan netted a
double-double (14 points, 12
rebounds) and Nurse added 14
points and three steals.
It's also important for the
Falcons to get wins those, as these
games will help boost their RP1
at season's end and boost their
confidence before the conference
season — even though it doesn't
start until January.
"The WNIT Igivesl us games
to prepare for the strong conference games and those are big RP1
games as well," Nurse said.
But for Miller, he just wants
the team to focus on the task at
hand, letting the future come to
them as it comes, even if it is a
potential matchup against the
Buckeyes.
"It's out there on the horizon.
Obviously it looms," Miller said.
"We can't worry about the next
opponent until we get through
the Friday game, win or lose."

Who is Chicago State?

Sometimes moving forward is
the best thing to do.
Wanting to escape from the
disappointing seventh-place
finish at the Mid-American
Conference Championships,
the BG women's cross country team will look to rebound
tomorrow at the 6K Great Lakes
Region Meet. The top two
teams and top four individuals
at the meet will advance to the
national championships later
this month.
"The women have had a very
strong season, winning against
80 percent of the teams we have
raced this season, so they have
shown their ability as a team,
and the goal is to have a strong
team effort this final meet to
finish off the season the way
they deserve to finish it," said
coach Cami Wells. "The conference meet is over, and we are
not looking back but focusing
on the future and lusingl that
meet to serve as extra motivation this weekend."
BG enters the race amid a
very strong field. Five MAC
schools rank in the top 15 in

By Brad Frank
Reporter

The BG men's cross country
team will not record a team
score tomorrow at the Great
Lakes Region Meet because
their fifth runner is suffering
an illness.
Chris Moody, lason Salyer,
lohnstone Kirui, and Ben
Leininger will be the four
Falcons to race tomorrow, but
Jesse Smuda will not participate. As a result, BG will record
four individual finishes but not
a team score, as five runners are
needed to place as a team.
After BG finished last at the
Mid-American Conference
Championships earlier this
month, coach Cami Wells
said she had to make a deci' sion whether to bring the entire
team or certain individuals to
the regional meet.
Wells was happy with the
improvement the rest of the
team made this season but felt
that certain runners were more
suited for the type of competition at the regional meet.

BIGS

■'The Cougars are expected to be an improved team by returning four players - both Waldon sisters. Wroten and Jael Pena - who
Waned a combined 92 games and adding two transfers - Beckel and Desioches - who were both given preseason honors by the
■ jjreat West Conference. Courtney Waldon netted 77 three-pointers last season as a power forward, and her sister returns from
>n|ury as a second potent three-point threat

'

Chicago State rolled out the Waldon sisters. Pena. Beckel and Laureen Pierson as starters in an 85-75 exhibition win against Saint'
Francis on Nov. I
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Chris
Moody
Has led the
Falcons in every
race this season

"The men racing Itomorrowl 8K; it requires even more comhave trained and raced consis- mitment to proper pacing and
tently, and they have earned the more focus and endurance to
right to compete at this meet," succeed," she said.
The team has run 8K races
Wells said. "We will use this
regional meet to gain valuable all season with the exception
of the 5K dual meet at Toledo in
experience for the future."
The team's biggest accom- early September.
Four MAC schools are ranked
plishment this season was
being consistent, Wells said.
in the top 15 in the region,
"The way they have stepped including the conference
up as a team to really be much champion, Kent State, which is
more consistent in practice ranked ninth.
BG will be facing tough comand made progress in their
team racing," she said. "We still petition tomorrow in yet anothhave a ways to go to reach our er talented field.
"The field is a high quality
ultimate goals, but I am very
pleased with the progress they field featuring many teams we
have raced against this season
have made as a team."
The meet tomorrow will be as well as several that we have
the men's first 10K of the season. not seen yet," Wells said.
The meet begins at noon in
Wells said there are some added
challenges with the longer race. Bloomington, Ind., hosted by
"It is a different race than the Indiana University.

"I think our seniors and Joe [Jakubowski]
work ethic, I love their approach. They've
made it a no-maintenance team."

From Page 8

;3n Chicago, while CSU was playing as an Independent

n

Jesse
Smuda
buttering trom
illness and will not
race tomorrow

have lead in the preseason. Just with their

•iiteat West Conference First Team. Calia Destocties was named to the Second team and Tressa Beckel and Elana Wroten were

!>mning season m school history. In 2007-08. Chicago State lost 90-50 at Anderson Arena, and in 2005-07. the Falcons won 72-55

The top 15 features six Big
the region. Kent State, which is
ranked 15th in the region, has Ten teams — including No. 1
finished higher than BG twice Michigan — and MAC chamout of three races this season. pion Miami, which is the highBG won the Falcon Invite last est ranked conference school
month, with the Golden Flashes at No. 7.
finishing second.
Heather Conger, Abby Koch,
In 2007, the Falcons finished Carly Wells, Andrea Pereira de
21st at the regional meet, and Almeida, Sally Kandie, Ashley
last season, BG improved six Fischer, and Barbara Powers
spots to 15th. This season Wells will be the seven Falcons to
believes improving again will compete tomorrow. Fischer,
be quite a challenge, consider- Pereira de Almeida, and Wells
ing the strength of the field.
all raced last year in the region"We lost three of our top five al meet. In 2006, Wells led BG
runners from last year to gradu- at the regional meet as a freshation this season, so for us to man, becoming the highest finshoot to replicate the top 15 isher for BG since 2000.
finish from last year is a good
With some experience, good
goal for the team," she said. "We depth, and a healthy team
know that it will take a full team heading into the race, BG is welleffort but we also know we can prepared to move forward with
race successfully against Kent another solid race tomorrow.
State and the rest of the teams
The Falcons begin running
ranked in the top 15 and put at 1:15 p.m., and the meet will
ourselves in a position to finish be held at Indiana University in
well in the region."
Bloomington, Ind.

From Paqe 7

NOTES

" Last season, the Cougars fashed 16-'?. including a 2-2 record against Mid-American Conference schools, which was the second

fj

Led the team at
Reqionals her
freshman year

centers with an improved fitness level will allow coach
Louis Orr to push the tempo
offensively thanks to his team's
depth, as his roster also has
four other players taller than
6-foot-6.
"I definitely think we are
[ready for the challengel. We've
put in a lot of work in the off
season," 1 arson said. "Weight
lifting, open gyms, conditioning, putting shots up in the gym.
It's been a long, tiring process,
but we've put the work in the off
season so that we'll be ready for
the season."
In addition to the on-court
contributions expected from
the trio of seniors, Orr is also
expecting them to help lead a
young team, which has eight
underclassmen.
"I think our seniors and Joe
llakubowskil have lead in the
preseason," Orr said, "lust with
their work ethic, I love their
approach. They've made it a nomaintenance team."
This will be all on display
for the first time tomorrow,
when BG hosts Wayne State at

fconierence's preseason poll, and two of their players - Alyssa Waldon and Courtney Waldon - were named to the Preseason All-

"named Honorable Mention.

ra

■■■■ Cami
Wells
Kai *drfl Coach hopes
R> *--><■ team can rally
IK • rMl together

Men's cross country to run as individuals
at Regionals after Smuda suffers illness

Hlriicago State <s a member ol the Great West Conference, which is in its maugual season and includes the following teams: North
CDakota. South Dakota. Utah Valley. Texas-Pan American. Houston Baptist and N JIT CSU was selected to fash second in the

Wells

"1 told everybody I'm a blocking quarterback not a catching
quarterback," Sheehan said,
smiling. "Hopefully they can
get over it fast."
Sheehan's block he mentioned came early in the contest, when he helped complete a
different type of trick play when
he helped lead Barnes for his 19yard touchdown run.

I'll take that
BG forced five Miami turn-

Louis Ott I Coach
Anderson Arena at 1 p.m.
extremities, but we do have four
If last year is any indication, senior captains on the roster,"
the contest with Wayne State Orr said.
should be a relatively easy start
Whilenotasenior.lakubowski
for the season, after BG domi- — a junior—will also be expectnated the contest last season ed to lead the team as well as
80-48.
handling duties as the team's
Even though the Wayne State primary ball handler.
game seems to be a relatively
Last season the point guard
easy matchup, BG's schedule averaged 7.7 points a game and
picks up and is loaded with road 3.48 assists, but that was with
games in the nonconference a stronger shooting team from
the perimeter. This season,
schedule.
Of their 12 nonconfer- lakubowski will be expected
ence game, seven are on the to create more for himself, and
road, including a stretch of five even more importantly distribstraight road contests in early ute the ball to BG/s wealth of
big men.
December.
That heavy dose of road
If that can happen, BG can
games will also test the leader- prove to be more like the team
ship qualities of Orr's seniors, that won the Mid-American
who will be expected to help Conference regular season tide
a young team get used to the last year rather then finishing
extraneous schedule.
fifth in the division like they
"Sometimes, you get pieces of were in the MAC preseason
your schedule that have some poll.

i

PJ.
Ma hone
Had a fumble
recovery and an
interception

Matt
Norsk
Missed two field
goals against the
RedHawks

overs—three interceptions and opening kickoff and later added
two fumble recoveries.
an interception of his own.
Senior linebackers lerett
Sanderson and Cody Basler Missing the uprights
each recorded interceptions
Senior kicker Matt Norsic was
for the Falcons, with returns of a perfect 5-for-5 on extra points
11 yards and 50 yards, respec- but missed his two field goals,
tively.
with a block from 34-yards and
Senior safety PJ. Mahone a miss from 37-yards, respecrecovered a fumble on the tively.
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DC sniper's ex-wife,
children cope with
execution

CIA said to have won
turf war against intel
chief

Gates: Obama picking best ideas among
many options

WASHINGTON (AP)- One
of sniper mastermind John Allen
Muhammads ex-wives says it was
'very difficult" to watch her children
gneve as their father was executed.

WASHINGTON-The CIA has
won a monthslong turf battle over
its boss, the Office of the Director
of National Intelligence, assuring the
primacy of CIA personnel over US.
intelligence operations around the
world.

WASHINGTON-Defense
Secretary Robert Gates said yesterday that President Barack Obama
wants to take the best elements from
several options for the next steps in
Afghanistan

Mildred Muhammad told The
Associated Press yesterday that
she and her three teenage children
watched in complete silence at their
Maryland home Tuesday as he was
put to death in Virginia. She says
they asked to see their father but he
did not meet with them.

Gates told reporters that the
decision is near on whether to add

CIA Director Leon Panetta and
National Intelligence Director Dennis
Blair squared off in May over Blair's
effort to choose his own representative at US. embassies to be his personal eyes and ears abroad, instead
of relying on CIA station chiefs. Blair
issued a directive in May declaring
his intention to select his own representatives overseas Panetta followed
up shortly thereafter with a note telling agency employees that station
chiefs were still in charge.

Mildred Muhammad maintains
she was the real target of the 2002
sniper attacks that killed 10 in the
Washington. D.C., region. Her exhusband was executed for killing
Dean Harold Meyers at a gas station
during the spree that terrorized
Maryland. Virginia and Washington.
DC, over a three-week period.

more US. forces to the 8-year-old
war. Speaking to reporters accompanying him on a domestic trip, he
said Obama did not choose any
of the specific options laid out for
him at a White House meeting on
Wednesday Instead. Gates said that
Obama wants to select the best
ideas from among many presented.
At issue is how fully to answer
Obama's war commander, who wants
about 40.000 additional U.S forces
and a reworked strategy. Gates
would not spell out details of the
four options presented Wednesday.
nor what he thinks represent the correct approach.

The dispute made it all the way to
national security adviser Gen James
LJones.

His funeral is scheduled next week
in Baton Rouge. La.

-Pamela Hess (AP)

-Anne Gearan (AP)

Fort Hood shooting suspects superiors
questioned behavior before rampage
By Brett J. Blackladga
andRichard Lardnar
The Associated Press

V**

WASHINGTON— Nidal Malik
Hasan's overly zealous religious views and strange
behavior worried the doctors
overseeing his medical training, but they saw no evidence
that he was violent or a threat.
Months later, the Army major
is accused of a shooting rampage
at Fort Hood, Texas, that left 13
dead and 29 wounded.
Doctors and staff overseeing
Hasan's training viewed him
at times as belligerent, defensive and argumentative in his
frequent discussions of his
Muslim faith, a military official familiar with several group
discussions about Hasan said.
The official was not authorized

Nidal Malik
Hasan
Suspect in the
Fort Hood
shooting

to speak publicly about the meetings and spoke on condition of
anonymity.
Hasan was characterized in
meetings as a mediocre student and lazy worker, a matter of concern among the doctors and staff at Walter Reed
Army Medical Center and the
Uniformed Services University
of the Health Sciences, a military
medical school in Bethesda, Mil..
the official said
The concerns about Hasan's
performance and religious
views were shared with other

military officials considering
his assignment after he finished his medical training, and
the consensus was to send the
39-year-old psychiatrist to Fort
Hood, the official said.
Fort Hood, one of the country's
largest military installations, was
considered the best assignment
for Hasan because other doctors
could handle the workload if he
continued to perform poorly and
his superiors could document
any continued behavior problems, the official said.
Hasan repeatedly referred to his
strong religious views in discussions with classmates, his superiors and even in his research
work, the official said. His behavior, while at times perceived as
intense and combative, was not
unlike the zeal of others with
strong religious views.

Obama said to want revised Afghanistan options
By Ann« Gearan and Ban Fallar
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON—
President
Barack Obama rejected the
Afghanistan war options before
him and asked for revisions, his
defense secretary said yesterday, after the U.S. ambassador
in Kabul argued that a significant U.S. troop increase would
only prop up a weak, corruptiontainted government.
Obama's ambassador, Karl
Eikenberry, who is also a former
commander in Afghanistan,
twice in the last week voiced
strong dissent against sending
large numbers of new forces,
according to an administration
official. That puts him at odds
with the current war commander, Gen. Stanley McChrystal,
who is seeking thousands more
troops.
Eikenberry's
misgivings,
expressed in classified cables to
Washington, highlight admin-

istration concerns that bolstering the American presence in
Afghanistan could make the
country more reliant on the U.S.,
not less. He expressed his objections just ahead of Obama's latest war meeting Wednesday.
At the war council meeting
Obama asked for changes in the
four options he was given that
could aher the dynamic of both
how many additional troops are
sent to Afghanistan and their timeline in the war zone.
Defense Secretary Robert
Gates said the discussion turned
on "how can we combine some
of the best features of several of
the options to maximum good
effect." He added: "There is a
little more work to do. I do think
that we're getting toward the end
of this process."
One issue in the discussions,
Gates said, has been "How do we
signal resolve and at the same
time signal totheAfghansand the
American people that this isn't an
open-ended commitment."

Tra; president wants to clarify pp
how and when US. troops would
turn over responsibility to the
Afghan government said another
official who spoke on condition of
anonymity discuss administration
deliberations.
Meanwhile, Richard C.
Holbrooke, Obama's special representative for Afghanistan and
Pakistan, left late Wednesday
for consultations with allies in
Berlin, Parisand Moscow. British
officials also are expected at
some point to join the talks, part
of a continuing effort to coordinate with allies, brief them on
Obama's strategy review and
discuss what more they might
contribute in Afghanistan.
The developments underscore
U.S. skepticism about the leadership of Afghan President Hamid
Karzai, whose government has
been dogged by corruption. The
emerging administration message is that Obama will not do
anything to lock in an openended U.S. commitment.
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BEST SELECTION OF 2,3,4,5 AND 6 BEDROOM HOUSES
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1 Chill in the air
2 Latin 101 verb

3 Texting device
4 View from Cleveland
5 Shack

mt SOURCES

6 The Barber of Seville. e.g.

Clinton supports
Philippine antiterrorism fight

Palestinians recommend calling off
upcoming vote

Serbian hearings in
attack on NY student to start

MANILA. Philippines- U.S.
Secretary o( State Hillary Rodham
Clinton on yesteiday vowed support lor the Philippine fight against
al-Qaida-lmked militants and
highlighted the US. military's role
in helping the country recover from
deadly typhoons.

RAMALLAH.WestBankPalestmian election officials yeserday
recommended calling off Januarys
presidential vote, a step that could
result in embattled President
Mahmoud Abbas staying in office
indefinitely.

BELGRADE. Serbia-Pretrial
hearings in the case of a Serb
accused of beating a fellow student
into a coma in the United States will
begin in December, a Serbian court

Clinton arrived on a two-day
visit after devastating back-to-back
storms last month killed nearly
1.000 people m the worst floods and
landslides to hit the capital. Manila.
and the country's north in more than
40 years
Hundreds of US. troops on
counterterronsm exercises quickly
responded with heavy equipment.
ships and helicopters, cleaning
streets clogged with debris and ferrying food to isolated villages
-HrvojeHranjski(AP)

Pia^c,,°'

brought to you by

Abbas, who must approve the
recommendation, had vowed not
to run for re-election because of his
frustration with stalled peace efforts
But few think he will resign outright
if no election is held
Hanna Nasser, chairman of the
Palestinian election commission.
blamed the rival Hamas militant
group for holding up the vote. He
said Hamas, which controls the Gaza
Strip, had refused to cooperate with
election workers, making it impossible to hold the Jan 24 election
"We planned to go to Gaza to
figure out how we can conduct
elections there." Nasser said. "In the
meantime, we received an answer
from Hamas that we are not welcome in Gaza. It is clear now that we
cannot hold an election in Gaza."

7
8
9
10
11
12

Represents
Zilch
Peruvian ancestor
Taper off
Tender beef cuts
Sacha Baron Cohen
title character
14 Mother-of-pearl

A Belgrade district court said in
a statement that witnesses to the
brawl will testify from the U.S. on
Dec 1 via a video link. The statement
did not say whether the closeddoor heanngs would also include
Steinhauer.
-Dusan Stojanovic (AP)

say
39 Hardly a speed
demon
43 Tot's beach toy
44 Bad picnic omen
45 Hotelier Helmsley
46 Lincoln's Confederate
counterpart
47 Separately
48 Court case
50 Grenoble's river
51 Boot camp negative
53 Debt-laden corp.
takeovers
56 Suffix with Capri
58 Mariner's "Help!"
59 Que. neighbor

19 Axed
21 Atlanta-based sta.
23 Saab competitor
24 Trap during a winter
storm, maybe
25 Prefix with distant
29 22-Acr. business
31 Deep-rooted
32 Miami-to-N.Y. dir.
33 Aquarium fish with an
iridescent stripe
34 Rene of "Ransom"
35 Burning desire?
37 Stick in a parlor

said yesterday.
Miladm Kovacevic. a 25-yearold former basketball player at
Binghamton University, jumped
bail and fled the U.S. last year after
being accused of assaulting Bryan
Stemhauer in a Binghamton bar in
May 2008. Kovacevic was provided
with emergency travel documents by
Serbian diplomats in New York

36 Airing in prime time.

ACROSS
1 Seawater component, to a chemist
5 Egypt's Mubarak
10 Adriatic Sea country: Abbr.
13 "In other words ..."
15 Decide to participate
16 "You stink!"
17 Oktoberfest dance
18 Seat for eating scaloppine?
20 Speaker's stand
22 Blue Cross competitor
23 Tool tor a dueling snake?
26 Home of the witch who melted
27 Earth tones
28 Newspaper ad meas.
30 Sainted fifth-century pope
31 Playfully
33 Org. once headed by Heston
36 What Tarzan became after years
of swinging?
40 Half and half
41 Madison's neat roomie

42
43
44
46
49
52
54
55
57
60
61
62
63
64
65

Bottom-line negative
Sykora of the NHL
"The Tempest" king
Facts and figures
Egotistical describer of laws of
motion?
Month for fools?
Uranium-238, e.g.
Paleontologist's ski resort discoveries?
"Au contraire!"
Nest egg item, briefly
Cheri of "SNL"
Firestone Country Club city
Arch site: Abbr.
Passover meal
Home of the witch buried
under a fallen house
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As President Obama ponders troops
to leave Afghanistan, so does Europe
By IV.i-.l -v Doddi
The Associated Press

LONDON— President riarack
Obama's delay in deciding U.S.
troop levels in Afghanistan
has found an echo chamber in
Europe, where coalition leaders
in NATO are weighing whether
to send more help or bow to
public demands for a speedy
exit.
NATO Secretary (ierieral Anders
Fogh Rasmussen told The
Associated Press yesterday that
allied nations have privately
pledged morehelp, but hestopped
short of saying that countries
would send more troops.
Canada. Finland and the
Netherlands have either pulled
troops out or set withdrawal
dates. Other countries, such
as Denmark, Italy, Germany,
Norway and Sweden, say they
will maintain current troop levels but have no immediate plans
to increase them, Only Britain
and Turkey have made signif-

*Based on this principle of solidarity, I think all
allies will follow suit - one way or the other."
Gordon Brown | Prime Minister
leant pledges, and Turkey — a
Muslim country — has committed noncombat personnel only.
"We have already received
quite a number of pledges,"
Rasmussen told the AP after
talkswithBritishPrimeMinister
Gordon Brown. "Based on this
principle of solidarity. 1 think all
allies will follow suit — one way
or the other."
It was unclear DOW many pledges had been made or whether
assistance would be in die form of
troops, trainers or oilier resources.
The U.S.-led mission that
beganinthewakeoftheSept. II,
2001 terror attacks has become
increasingly difficult to sell —
more troops are dying, fewer
known terror plots are being
traced back to Afghanistan and
questions are being raised why
Europeans are asked to die for a

corrupt and inefficient government in Kabul that shows little
signs of wanting to change.
Obama's ambassador to
Afghanistan, Karl Eikenberry,
recently sent cables in which
he warned against dispatching
large numbers of U.S. troops
— an apparent rebuff of NATO
Gen. Stanley McChrystal's call
for some 30,000 more troops.
Such disagreements between
diplomats and military commanders haven't inspired confidence among coalition leaders
or the public.
"Wfe'vegottheAmericanambassador to Kabul saying, 'Don't
escalate,' and we've got the chief
commander on the ground saying 'Give us 40,000 more,'" said
Michael Cox. an expert in transAtlantic relations at the London
School of Economics.

Help Wanted

For Rent

For Rent

BARTENDING! up to S300/day. No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

3 BR, 1 1/2 bath townhouse, 3 miles
from campus, newly remodeled.
$725/mo * util. Call 419-708-9981

•3 bdrm home low as 599 00,
2 blocks fr univ, also 1/1/10-2 apts,
Eff+Rms low as $225. see
Cartyrentals com,353-0325 9a-9p

Pianist tor Trinity Lutheran Church in
Wauseon, OH, has an opening tot a
paid pianist to accompany Senior
Choir tor Wednesday night practice
and Sunday Service Call the church
office at 419-335-5651 tor more info

311 Ridge - 3 BR house,
avail. 8/15/10, nice, good location.
S1200/mo. Call 419-352-5882

1-3BR house, avail 8/15/10,
1-3BR apt • util, avail 8/15/10
1 -3BR house ♦ util, avail 5/15/10.
1 -1BR etfrc + elec. avail 5/15/10.
1 room effic + elec. avail 7/15/10.
Call 419-601-3225 or 352-4773
"Now signing 10-11 sy leases. Ig
houses- WoosterV ask about free Int.
Cartyrentals com/ 353-0325. 9a-9p
3 BR apts, recently updated!
619 High St, BG. Available May.
Call 419-308-3525.

www.bgviews.com

All new effic apt, 1220 E Wooster,

avail now, S350/mo + electric,
Call 419-352-1104 for more info.
Brand new 6 BR, 3 bath home,
close to campus
Call 419-575-2683 for more into.

For Rent

Look for more listings on the
BG News website housing directory.

Leasing for Aug 2010, all upgraded,
call 419-308-2458 for more info
3 Bedroom houses:
114 Ridge & 308 LeRoy -$1200/mo,
218 Dill St - 227 E Reed - S1000/mo
127 Georgia Ave - S975/mo.
112ClaySt-$950/mo,
606 Fifth St - $900/mo,
226 E. Merry-S812/mo,
131 N. Church - $750/mo.
2 BR house. 133 Georgia -S750/mo.
3 BR apt, 443 N. Enterprise -550/mo
1 BR apts: 112 Ridge St - 350/mo,
S 443 N. Enterprise - $300/mo

Retired teacher will share private
home in BG. 4 BR. 2 firepl, all appl.
S350/mo + all util, call 419-352-5523.
Sub-leaser for 2 BR apt, near campus 4 donwtown, S202/mo + elec.
Call 419-202-2883 lor more info
Sublease ASAP, own bed. own bath,
share w/ three nice young ladies,.
Located in Enclave II. $275/mo + util.

VILLAGE

Australia OKs extradition

Call 419-419-8904
Sublease/ needed,
close to campus.
Call 419-307-5869
www.meccabg.com
Mecca Management. Inc
419-353-5800

1045 N. Main 7B

APARTMENTS

Bowling Green, OH

of accused Nazi criminal
By T»n»lM Smith
The Associated Press

ADELAIDE. Australia— The
Australian government yesterday approved the extradition
of an alleged Nazi collaborator
accused by Hungary of a World
War II killing.
Home Affairs Minister Brendan
O'Connor said Australia takes war
crimes seriously and will not be a
haven for alleged criminals.
Australian citizen Charles
Zentai, 88, is accused by the
I lungarian government of being
one of three men who tortured
and killed a Jewish teenager in
Budapest in 1944 for failing to
wear a star identifying him as a
lew.
Zentai, who emigrated to
Australia in 1950, says he is
innocent and was not even in
Budapestatthetime.Heturned
himself in to Australian police
in the western city of Perth
last month after the Federal
Court ruled he was eligible for
extradition.
"My decision is not one of
determining Mr. Zentai's guilt or
innocence," O'Connor said. "It
was about deciding whether or
not Mr. Zentai should be surrendered to Hungary in accordance
with Australia's extradition legislation and its international obligations."
Zentai would be the first person
Hungary has two months to
carry out the extradition.
Zentai's son, Ernie Steiner, said
he was shocked by the government's decision and had spoken
with his father's lawyers about

taking legal action in an attempt
to overturn the decision.
"We will exhaust all avenues,"
Steiner told reporters. "There's
issues about whether Hungary
can provide a fair trial for my
father in the absence of any living witnesses."
Steiner said he had not spoken
to his father since the government's announcement.
Zentai can still appeal to
the Federal Court to review
O'Connor's decision,
Hungary will wait until all of
Zentai's appeals are exhausted
before taking any further steps
on the extradition, said Lipot
Holtzl, head of the Hungarian
justice ministry's international
cooperation department.

Ads

* Apartments Available *

419-372-6977

* Minutes from BGSU *

Ine BO News reserves the right to decline,
discontinue or revise any advert I semeni
such as those found 10 be defamatory', lacking In factual basis, misleading 01 false In
nature. All advertisements are subject to
editing and approval

'10-'11 May/ Aug.
Leases Now Available
Call 419-352-6064
or www.froboserentals.com
for current listing
These houses won't
last long

Call TODAY!
FROBOSE RENTALS
5HII U'hinan Ave. W<

* Gas included*

SPECIAL
AUTUMN RATES!

Personals
2 female guinea pigs, very friendly,
all accessories included For more
into, e-mail: abensch@bgsu.edu

2010-2011 STUDENT HOUSING
Starting 12/1/09

Located at:

300 Napoleon Road
in Bowling Green
4 l«> .$.->^-<>.•{.{;->

532 Manville Ave.
(419)352-8917
Office Open:
Mon-Fri 10-2

HOUSES!

www.meccahE.com

* Pet friendly conimunity *
Ihr in, Newi will no! knowingly accept
advertisement! that discriminate, orencourax? discrimination agalmt any Individual or
group on the batU of race. -<-v color, creed,
religion, national origin, sexual orientation,
disability, starui as a veteran, or on the basis
n( any other legally protected status.

S.Smith Contracting, LLC

CLOSE TO CAMPUS

419-353-5800

Management Inc.

www.meccabg.com

Listings Available On-Line
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com

Great Selection of
Houses Et Apartments
in Good Locations!
Available for 2010-2011
■ We have Efficiencies. I Bedroom and 2 Bedroom Apartments.
1
In most cases, furnished and unfurnished are the same price.
• In most cases, water, sewer, and trash are included.
• Complete rental listing available on-line and in rental office.

WE HAVE UNITS READY FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!
319 E. Wooster Street, Bottling Green, OH
Located Across From Taco Bell.
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260
Hours- Monday to Friday - 8:30 to 5:30 • Saturday ■ 8:30 to 5:00
wwH.johnnewloverealestate.com

